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Abstract

This thesis ir.rvestigates receiver stluctules for signals transmitted over mobile

wireless channels. The specific channel considered is the slow lading, frequency non-

selective Rayleigh fading channel. When signals a¡e transmitted ovet this channel, the

received signal can be rnodeled as the transmitted signal multiplied by a conclated

complex time-varying function, plus additive white noise. The complex tine-vatying

function is referrcd to as fading, and commonly the Jakes-Clarke modeì is used to

describe the statistical nature ofthe fading-

The conelation in the fading induces a memoly dependence on the received

signal. For optimurn decoding in a digital communicatior.r system, the rnemory in the

received signal nust be utllized. With the Jakes-Clarke channel, the length ol
deperdence in the received signal is infinite, so true optirnum receivers are not ¡rractical

1o implement. Usually the Jakes-Clarke fading is modcled as an ARMA process, and

finite memory dependence in the receivcd signal is assumed. Under these conditions,

MAP receivers can be implemented, but their cornplexity grows exponentially rvith the

assur.ned merlory Iengtl.r in the re ce ived signal.

An altemative is to model the Jakes-Clarke fading as a Jìnite slofe Markov

chtnuteÌ (FSMC). As optirnum receiving lechniques are already klown for decodûrg on

FSMC, good receiver perfomance can be expected if a FSMC can lvell represent the

statistical properlies of the trre channel. The stâte space of the FSMC presented in this

thesis are detemrined by the statistical nature of the complex fading. Although the

complexity of FSMC receivers grows exponentially with Markov rnodel order, it only

grows lincarly with the nun.rber ol Markov states.

The goal of this research is to compare FSMC receivers to previously established

reference receivers in tems of their error per'formance. Although a 2nd ordcr Markov

receiver will generalìy out perform a l '' ordcr Markov receiver when the number of states

is nonnalized, the increase in perfon.nance comes with an exponential increase in

receiver complexity. Simulation results suggest that l"r order Markov receivers have a

perfon.nance comparable to the reference or 2"d order Markov receivers, plovided a

sufficient number of Markov states is used.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Digital comtrlunications, specifically wireless digital con.rnlrnications, have

becor.ne vital to the transler of jnfonnation in the last decade. The physical rcalization of

this wireless technology is getting st.naller, more efficicnt and less expensive for the end

uscr. The scope ofpossible applications is vast and continues to grow. Particular growtÌr

can be noted in the dcmand for mobìle wiLeless communications. Mobile wireless

communication is defined as the ability to cornmunicate fiom an).rvhet.e at any.time. The

locus of this thesis is the design ol sinple conl¡unicatìon dcvices lol. use in a mobile

wireless environrrent.

The corrl.nunication path between the ttanst¡itter and receiver ìn a stationary

wireless comrì.ìunication envilonr.nent is often allowed to bc partially obstrïctr:d.

Although this could produce â weak signal, tÌtere are ways of improving the quality of

the cornrnunication. Since both the trar'ìsmitting and t.eceiving devices are stationary,

power ìs not a limited resource. All that is required to colÌbat a poor channel is an

increase in the transrrission power, In stâtionary r.vireiess communicatìous, such as a

y,ireless land ore(l netwot k (WLAN), the quality of the channel can be prcdetenrined.

This klorvledge, coupled with an abundant supply of porver, generally results in a

satisfactory qua Jity of comr.nunicatìon.
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For mobile wireless communications, such as a personal celluÌar unil (PCU) o;: a

general mobile radio service (GMRS), the adverse effects of a poor comrrunication

channel are much more difficult to handle. Since the user is in r¡otion, lhe negalile

channel effects are tirne variant, and power resources are limited. This proves lo be a

challenging environment in which to rnaintain a cost efficient, reliable and physically

realizable communication system, and hence is the motivation for this research. This

chapter reviews digital communication ten.ninology, and presents a few techniques

known to ìncrease the quality of communication over mobile wireless channels.

1.1. Digital Communications

There are several elements to consider in a cligital communication systerl, rvhich

vary according to the requirernents of the application and the resources available. In any

comrnunication system there is a conclation between the complexity and the ovelall

quality of the end-to-end communication. For example, a global posiliotlíng sy.tlen?

(GPS) may transfer small quantities of data with a high emphasis on data integrity,

whereas a real-til¡e cellular technology demands sinrple and fast corrmunication rvith a

toìerable level of data com-rptior.r. While the building blocks of a communication systenl

are dependent on the design specifications, generally the traditional elen'ìents are as

shown in Figure 1.1 .

Every communication system begins with a data source that may be analog or

digital in nature, To reduce the alnount of data to be transrnitted, redundancy is olten

re.moved fi'om the soulce by tì.ìe source encoder. The entropy of the data source,

however, limits the amount of rcdundancy that can be removcd. The fundamentals of

entropy and channel capacity were first introduced and discussed by Shannon [44] in

1948. The source decoder at the ¡eceive¡ perforrrs the invelse operation and adds the

)
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redundancy back. Regardless of r.vhether the data source is analog or digital, the output

of the source encoder is digital, and typically binary.

Trânsmitter

Receiver

I
Recei\ cd D,rt:l < Sou."" ¡*o¿". -- Channel Decoder

L

Figure l l: Elernents ofa tradìtional corrmunication systern

The data to be transmittcd ovel the communication channel must be converted to

analog fon.n by the rnodulator, which maps consecutive binary digits (or bits) to

wavefoms. Since the transmitted signal is analog in nature, it is subject to channel

effects and arives at the receiver in a conupted fonn, Different conmunication

envilonnents exliibit dilferent channel effects, with the rnost cornmon effects being

additive themral noise, attenuation and interference lrom other colnlnunication schemes.

ln the presence of these degrading effects, the receiver must attempt to decide rvhat

wavefomr was transÍnitted given the received signal. An error is defined as the incorrect

identificailon of the received wavefonn. Altliough the modulator's signal constellation

can be chosen to r¡inirnize the effects of the channel, due to the random natu¡e of the

channel, erors are inevitable. To reduce the number of errors that are propagated

through to the end uscr, redundancy is added to the modulator's input bìt stream by the

channel encoder.

-3-
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Ideally, the redundancy added to the transmitted sequence should enable the

receiver to readily reconstruct the original data sequence with a limited amount of errors.

Thìs role of the channel encoder is known as erro¡ control coding. The corresponding

channel decoder attempts to detect and repair data that is demodulated in error.

Convolutional and ìinear-block codes are two traditional enor control coding schemes.

Trvo such examples of these are turbo codes and low-density parity check codes [6] [18].

The recent popularity of these schemes is primarily due to the simpie decoding

techniques they are associated with, as well as their near-optimum perfonnance. While it

may at lirst appear that the source encoder and channel encoder pcrfonr.r opposing

operations, the redundancy added by the channel encoder differs fi'oln that renroved by

the source ercoder in tl.rat the added redundancy is actually spccific to the con esponding

channel.

The traditjonal building blocks of a digital communication system arc shown to

be independent in Figure Ll for sin.rplification and clarity. In reality there is often

cooperation between these blocks in order to optimize the end-to-end syster.n

perfonnance. This inter-dependence is evident in lhe research areas of joint source

channcl codìng t2l] [56] and rnodulation schemes with rnemory [52].

Source compression and enor control coding are not required elernents but are

often included to enhance systcm perlomrance. Keeping with the plimary focus of this

thesis, which is the desigr.r of the leceiver, source and channel encoding will not be

iLrther investigated. Thereforc. the vital components of a wireless communication

system considered a¡e the modulator, the demodulator, and the hnal decoder used to

interpret the output from the dcmodulator. The simplified block diagrarr of this

collmunication systern is shown in Figure I .2.

The fundamental elelnents of a communication system and the motivation for

using eacìr have been stated in this section. Each block in the transmitter and receiver
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províde an increase in the quality of communication experienced by the end user, The

one block of the system tl.ìat cannot be changed or modified is tlie actual channel. The

transmitter and receiver must be designed to work with the known channel. Common

effects of the communication channel on a translnitted signal are dìscussed in the next

section, as well as rlethods used to increase communication per.lotrnance.

Trânsmitter

Figure 1.2: Simplihcd colnrnunication system used in this thesis

1.2. Techniques to Combat Adverse Channel Effects

The channel is the inhibiting block in a communication system thât prevents

eror-flee perfomance. ln practical communication systems, the properties of the effects

that are unique to the channel are often known prior to the system design. Klowledge of

thc channel characteristics is key to designing a suitable lnodulator/demodulator pair.

Some of the most common adverse channel effects, as rvell as some practical solutions

are discussed in this section,

Amplitude and phase uncertainty in the received signal are common channel

effects. This phenornenon is discussed ìn Chapter 2. There are several methods that can

be enrployed to estimate or track phase and amplitude if tl.re change in phase and/or
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alnplitude is sufficiently slow relative to tlie data rate. Thesc r¡ethods used to resolve

cÌrannel an.rplitude and phase inlormation can be organized into three distinct classes:

i) Receiver recognizes a pre-detennined signal that is transmitted

periodically,

iÐ Receiver estilìrâtes phase and an.rplitude uncedainty regardless of data

modulal ion, rnd

iiÐ Receiver ir.rcorporates uncertainties using a mathemâtical channel model,

\¡r'hen converting the reccivcd sìgnal into data syn.rbols.

Two cornmon exarnples of t) are pilot syntbol assisted modulatiotz (PSAM) and

pilol lone assisled modulatior (PTAM). PSAM is a technique where kuou'n symbols are

interleaved witli fhc data symboìs to assist the receiver in identilying the channel phase

and an.rplitudc, oftcn using valious interpolation methods. Similarly, PTAM is a

technique where a known frequency tone is added periodically to data symbols, The

nain benefit of PSAM over PTAM is tlie rninirral overhead requìred at tl.ìe receiver to

interpret pilot syrnbols. While the performance of PSAM is generally better than PTAM,

neither of these methods is efficìent due to the additional bandwidtli requiret.nent lor

canying the reference signai [8]. Methods ii) and iii) attempt to improve systenr

perfomance without the extra bandwidth.

ln method ii), estìniation and compensation of the pliase and arnplitude distoúion

is independent of the rnodulation scheme. This exclusion of the rnodulation, however,

resuìts in a sub-optimai technique. Two devices that best exemplify this rnethod are the

phase locked lor.'p (PLL) and auto loîic gain controller (AGC). Another disadvantage of

this methód is that ìt ìs suitable only lor channels rvhere the tirne varying nature is slow

enough to be considered continuous over a ìong tirne interval [39].

If the nature of the pliase and amplitude distodion can be characterized

tnathematically, the leccivcr can use this inlonnation while processiug rcceived data to

6-
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perform estimation and detection. This is referred to âs lnemory-based detection, and is

presently the mosf widely researched receiving technique ìn digital communìcations.

The full incorporation of channel effects and modulation ín method iii) rnakes lor an

optimal receiving techlique, and is hence the method chosen fo¡ this researcli. The

specific comrnunication channel considered by this thesis has been well documented

previously and has been described adequately as a stochastic process. The description of

the randoln nature of the channel is used in this thesis to it.nprove the communicatior.t

system's performance.

1.3. Objectives

There are two primaly objectives of this thcsis. Firslly, it is desircd to desigu and

irlplement rnemory-based reccivcrs for a typical mobìle wireless communication

channel. Although several receivers already exist for this type of channel, they are

plohibitively complex in design and operation. Secondly, this researclr aims to model the

time varying attenuatjon and pl.rase distortìon as a discrete process. These two objectives

are related. lf a simple lnodel can describe thc cssential characteristics of tlie triobile

wireless channel, than this knowledge should aid in tlie design ofa simple receiver.

1.3.1. Background and Related Work

The design of receivers for lnobile wireless channels has received considerable

attention of late due to the recent growth of thc personal communication device industly.

To achieve reliable communication, receivers ntust be able to overcone thc rrultipath

propagation effects, Tlpically receivers treat the urultipath propagation effect as a

process with memory if the channel coherence tirne is longer that the symbol inter\,'âl

tin.re. Depending on the fading rate of the channel, dìfferent assumptions can be made of
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I, the men.rory lelgth ofthe process. In general, slow fading channels have a large Z. A

leceìr'er takes the form of either a prediction fiÌter or a Kahnan filter, and rhe conrplexity

of the receiver grows exponentially with t [25].

The best approach in determining a propeÌ l, is not clear, although several

n.iethods have been proposed. If the multipath propagalion is modeled as being a

Gaussian aulo-regressive ntoving atterage (ARMA) process, then the memory length of

the received signal is equal to the order of the ARMA model. There are well known

techniques for constructing an ARMA model of a process based on eitlter characteristic

krowledge ol trainìng sequences. These will be discussed in Chapter 3. hr [31], Kong

and Shwedyk proposed a rrreasure for the memory length of a general randorn process

based on the I(ullback-Lieble r distance function. For random Gaussialt processes this

measure is sirnple to evaluate, and an ltÌ' order approximation of thc fading process can

be either rejected or validated.

AI{MA processes are actually Markov plocesses with an infinite number of

states. It follows then that an alternative to the ARMA representation is to consider the

rnultipath propagation elfects to be a Markov process with a fìnite number of states, and

hence treat the chaunel as a fniÍe stale Morlíov chonnel (FSMC). The five primary

aspects for detennining the valjdity of a FSMC model are:

i) The tme channel berng modeled,

ii) The specific channel characteristic that is being modeled as Markov,

iii) The criterion used to detelmine the validity of the Markov model,

iv) The order ofthe Markov model. and

v) The cardinality ofand the method used to define the Markov state space.

It should be clear that these five aspects are not independent of one another.

Wang and Chang [52] based their Markov r.nodel on the time varytng signal,to

noise rolio (SNR) of the channel. The c¡itelion they used was the ratjo of average

-8-
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conditionâl rnutuâl ilìfomation to the average mutual infonnation between pairs of

sequential SNR samples. They concluded that when the number of Markov states is

between 50 and 100, a 1'' order Markov r.nodel of the Rayleigh fading envilonrrent is

valid.

Chu et al. [10] constructed their Markov model on the time varying envelope of

the received signal. The motivation to increase the Markov model order was based on

the improvement seen in perfonnance of higher order predictors of the cornplex Gaussian

process. Both l" and 2nd order Markov models were in.rplemented with 16 and 64 states,

with the state spaces being choserì to rnìninrìze quantization error. The ability for the

models to rnirnic the error recursions experienced on the tme channel was the measure

used to determine Markov rnodel validity. Using this generative criteriol, it wrs

detennined that at least a 2"d ordel rnodel was necessary to reptesent the true cltannel-

Simìlar to the work of Wang and Chang, Zhang and Kassar¡'s [29] methodology

was to map the SNR into a state space. The state space was created so that eacll state

would exhibit equal average tìme duration. The purpose of the design was to represent

the Rayleigh fading channel for simulatior and perfonnance evaluation. It was

detennined Markov models built using the method of equål averâge timc duration were

superior to models built using equal probability methods and minintum ntean squared

er-r-or (MMSE) quantization. The criterion used by Zhang and Kassam was generative in

nature, as was the criterion used by Chu ¿1 ¿r1. Numerous other references exist that

cornpare Markov models of the wireless communication channel solely on their ability to

mimic the true channel characteristics [38], [50].

It is difficult to relate the F'SMC models fi'orn the above-ntentioned papers as they

all differed in hue channel, Markov model structure and in the evaluation criterion used.

It ís intended that this thesis should resolve some of the arnbiguity ìnvolved in cornparing

Markov models of the mobile wìreìess channel.

-9 -
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1.3.2. Objectives of this Research

As mentjoned previously, tlie prirnary objectives of this thesis are to develop a

sirnple model of the wireìess channel and to design efficient communication receivers for

use on this channel. It is in this author's opìnion that the best way to simplify receiver

design is to sirnplify channel representation. The FSMC model investigated in this paper

is less complex than the ARMA lnodels used in previous receiver design. Rather thau

using Markov models based on functions of the received signal (SNR or envelope), this

paper strives to design Markov models based directly on the nature of the received

signal. The method 1-or comparing the Markov models in this research will be to evaluate

the perfon.nance of their FSMC-designed receivers on a simulated true channel. The

sin.rulatcd channel will consist of the transmitter, the channel and the receiver, and the

criterion of cor.nparison will be the åll error rate (BER) of the F-SMC receivel'.

1.4. Organization of Thesis

In Chapter 2 a mathematical model of the nobile wireless channel and the

relation of digital colnrnunicatiot'ìs to this channel is presented, The nrultipath

propagation modcl is developed by relating the col¡lnunication systetn to its physical

environment. While thele are different mathematical models of the true rnobìle channel

that have been derived to describe the nultipatli propagatìon effect, the one that is most

often utilized in lesearch is the Jakes-Clarlce rnodel [4ó]. This rnodel has been shown to

represent the moì:ile channel accurately [27], and has therefore been selected to be the

tlue channel in this paper. The digital communication system emp)oyed in this research,

consisting of the translnitter, recciver and channel, is described in this chapter.

Additionally, the concept of sufficient statistics obtained frorr the proper choice of a

l0-
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transrnitter and receiver pair is introduced. Finaìly, the method uscd to generate Jakes-

Cìarke channei stalislics lor simulation pur?oses is presented.

In Chapter 3 some of the cunently knor.vn derrodulation techniques used to

handle the effects of the Jakes-Clarke channel are discussed. The criteria used to decode

the received signal will be shown and validated. ARMA models of lhe Jakes-Clarke

channel are presented as wcll as the receivers based on these models. This chapter shows

that the complexity of these leceivers is considerably large when en.rployed with any

practical modulation scheme .

Chapter 4 is the local point of this thesis. A brief description of Markov

processes is given, followed by an introduction of the FSMC and its background. The

relationship between the FSMC and the true channel is discussed, This relation is then

elaboratcd on to construct FSMC fi onl the true channel- The actual construction

techniques used to dcvclop these FSMC are discussed.

The constructed Markov l.nodels of the channel âre next implen.rentcd in the

design of receivers. Specific criteria in the design process yield particular receivers.

These receivers are presented and sirnplified. The results obtained frorn simulation of

these receivers are compared to the perfomrance of known receivers from the previous

chapter.

A special case when considering a Jakes-Clarke channeì is when there is no phase

uncertainty resulting lrom multipath effects. This sihration is discussed, and FSMC are

developed based on the time varying envelope ofa received signal. It will be shown that,

in this casc, if a proper modulation scheme is used, there is no advantage to the FSMC-

based receiver irnplementation over the syrnbol-by-symbol der.nodulation scheme.

Chapter 5 sumrnarizes lhis thesis and presents conclusions on the vaìidity ol

Markov nodels of the mobile wireless communication channel. The basis of these

conclusions is the perfomrance of the Markov-l:ased receivers compared to presently
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known receivers. Finally, sorne suggestìons and directions for future research are

ou tl inerl



Chapter 2

Digital Communications over Wireless Channels

As a starting point ìn mernory-based receiver design, a mathelìtatical model of the

mobile wireless cha.nnel must be developed. The channel effects, and more specifically

the channel irnpulse response, will be rrodeled as a random process. Knowlcdge ol the

random channel impulse response can be used to derive the channel's autoconelation

function. The autocorrelation function is the complete description of the nobilc wircless

channel for the puryose of this thesis. This chapter shows how a nrobile wireless channel

can be classified according to the signaling rate ofa digìtal conmunication scheme. This

parameter, along with the speed olthe mobìle, completcly describes the comllunication

systems in this thesis.

2.1. Multipath Phenomena

The nature of the physical environrnent is used to create a Ðlathetr¿ìtical model of

the rnobile wireless channel. The electromagnetic signal emitted by the transmitter can

Lre vieu'ed as lnany signals spreading out from a comrrorl source. This is due to the

wireless nature of the channel. Diffraction, refractìon and scattel'ing cause the

propagated rays to arrive at the receiver via diffelent palhs. Each path will result in a

different attenuation and deìay in its respective ray. A visual exarnple of a signal
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propagating as rays through â wireless conmunication

2.1.

envirorunent is shown in Figure

Trânsmitter

Figure 2. I : A mobile r.vireless cornrnunication environl¡ent

s ( t) = Re ld( t ) exp(j 2i{, t )l .

tô be

(2 l)

The receiver is in motion and the environment is randon in nature, so the

attenuations and delays associated with each path will be time varying. There will also

be lrequency deviations in the incoming rays due to the Doppler effect. IfN rays arrive

at the receiver, let the attenuation, time delay and Doppler shift associated with the ltb ray

be a,(1), r,(/) and .l/'(r) r'espectively. Assuming that âll rays travel parallel to the

ground, the Doppler shift associated with the lth ray will be

To study the behavior of the channel, let .r(/) be the baseb¿nd signaì that is

transmitted and sO be the modulated or passband signal about canier frequency l.

t," ç¡ = ! ¡,e,tt) .
c

-14-
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4 (1) is the angle of arrival at the mobile receìver with respect to its direction of motion,

as shown in Figure 2.2- The velocity ', of the mobile is assumed to be constânt, and ¿ is

the speed of light.

Figure 2.2: Mobile and atrival ofanglc ofa single ray

The passband signal arriving at tlìe receiver is the surn of all the incoming rays

and can be written as

/ /,, (1) = I Re{d[/ - ¡ ,(t)]s,(t) exp{j21t[1, + l,D (t)]tt -1,(t)ll l

The baseband equivalent ol the received signal is

r(t) - tû¡t(t) =raU - r, (.|)lct, (.t) exp{j27r(.f," (t)U -'r ,(.t)l- l,I

If the transmitted signal is an unmodulated carrier then

sirnplifics to

rO = i ø, ft)þos{@, (/)}+jsin{¿ (/)il

where

o, Ø = 2/t \ l,D Ø? - f ,( t\l- .í.r, Q)l

Alternatively, iî the transmitted baseband signal is a

received signal is detennìned to be

(2 3)

(2.4)

signal

(2.s)

(2.6)

Dirac delta functiou ô(.), the

(r)Ì.

the received
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,ttt= h tt:rt=Lù/ .r,(/rìa r/)lLosl0,rrrt+ ¡'in1o rrrrl (21)

where ¿, (1;¡) is the channel impulse response at time / when an impulse is applied at

tjme ¡-¡. The attenuations, delays and angles of anival olthe rays are unpredictable

and hence considered random. In addition, they can be assumed to be statistically

independent due to uncertainties in the environnent. The propagation can then be

considered uncorrelated sc(rttering (US), and the central limit theorem can be applied.

The central lirnit theoren.r states that the suti ofy'y' independent random variables will tend

to a Gaussian distribution, provided N is lalge. Furlhennore, the scattering can be

considered a wide sense slaliorarT (WSS) random process.

Il the angles of arrival have a unifonn distribution (as is often the case in

practice) then lhe channel impulse response can be considered a zero mean, complex

Gaussian randorr variable. The rnagnitr:de (or envelope) of this random variable is

therefore lìayleigh distributed, and the channel is identified as a llayleigh channel. In the

case where tlrere is a ray much stronger lhan the rest (refencd to as a line of sighl (LOS)

pâth), tlìe channel impulse response will be a nou-zero rnean, complex Gaussian ¡andom

variable, and the envelope will be Rician distnbuted. For this thesis we ate concemed

only with the lìayleigh fading channel.

Although the density of the received envclopc ís important to the description of a

nobile wireless channel, more infonnation is required to describe how the channel varics

with tirre. Relating the random channel impulse rcsponse to the digital cornmunication

system will further assist in channel classification.

2.1.1. Classification of Multipath Channels

When characterizing the rrobile wileless channel, the channel ìmpulse response is

considered as a random process. A mobile wileless channel can be classified as ot'ìe of

16-
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four disrìnct types by relating the channel impulse response to the signaling rate of the

digital comrnunìcation schelne. Using the procedure frorn [39], the autocorrelation

function of thc channel impulse response can be defined and analyzed as foliorvs:

Rt,. (ît,r,; 
^ù 

=: €þl {t.r¡n,tr + rr.r.1]

=lÉb,,{,.,)n,tt * rt.r)bct -r)

- llo.G,; Lt)6(c -r.), (2 8)

wliere ff] is the expectation operator and f)' denotes the conplex conjugate. n,.(r;^/)

represents the average power output as a function of tlie tirne delay r , and the difference

in obseruatior'ì tìrne 
^/ 

. The pou,er intensity prof le (or power delay profile) n,, ¡r;O;

results when ar ìs equal to zero. This special case describes how the porver of an

inpulse applied to the channel is distributed ûr time when arrìving at thc receivel. An

example power intensity profile is shown in Figure 2.3. TI.re tin.re interval over which

most of the porver alrives is callcd the delay spread r,,. If ll.re delay spread is

considerabìy sllaller than the tinre required to transmit one digital sylbol r., then the

overall delay effect can be disregarded. Ifthe length ofthe delay spread is comparable to

that of the syrnbol interval, consecutive signals will "leak" into each other's time

intervals. Tlris phenornenon is refered to as inter-syntbol interference (ISI).

A different perspective is obtained by looking in the frequency dolnain. Consider

the Fouriel transfom.ì partncr of the poweì' intensity profile, .!,, (2) = S{il, (r;0)}. The

bandwidtir over whìch 5,,. (2) is a non-zero constant is referred to as the colterence

handv,idlh r.. and is the inverse of the delay spread. For each symbol to arrive tvithout

djstortion in its power spectrum, the spectrum of the sìgnal must fall within the
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collerence bandwidtl.r. If the signal bandwidth is larger than thc cohcrence bandwidth,

the channel is referred to as frequency selective, and ISI occurs. Otherwise the channel

is deerne.i lrec¡Lrency non-sclecl ive.

Delay T a5ec)

Figure 2.3: Example ofa power intensity profìle and its dclay spread

Whethel a channel is lrcquency sclectivc or non-selective is a consequence of the

rvireless naftrre of the communication channel. Siurply stated, if the rnultiple rays have

comparable delays then the channel ìs frequency non-sclective. The second means of

characterization is derived t'om the conmunications channel's mobile aspect. By setting

the time delay ¡ equal to zero in R/, (r:^/), and taking the Fou-ier transfom, we obtain

the Doppler power spectrum ,s,, (./) .

s,, ( /) = 3{/l, (0, 
^1)}

(2.e)

The Doppler power spectrum illustrates the spread of a single tone transmitted

ovel the channel. In the ideal case the receiver is stationaryr and the Doppler power

spectrum ìs a single impulse. If the receiver is in lrotion, the Dopplel effect is observed-

and thc Doppler power spectrum shows an increase in bandwidth. The approxirnate
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amount of bandwidth SD(./) occupics is the Doppler spread 8l,, and is lineârly

proportìonal to the speed of the mobile. The inverse of s¿, ìs the coherence tinte 't, of

the channel and is a measure ofcorrelation in the leceived signal. A high corrclation rvìll

be referred to as slow fading and a low conelation rvill be referred to as fast fading. An

example of a Doppler spectrum is shown in Figure 2.4.

,å,

Figure 2.4: Example ofa Doppler spectrlm and its coherence bandwidth

To review, there are two main paramelers for olassificatiou of a tnobile wireless

channel. The relation of the data syrnbol rate f. to the delay spread olthe channel I,

detemines whether the channel is frequency selective or non-seleclive. In addition, the

relation between the coherence time rc and the data symbol rate r. determines the

relative lading rate of the channel.

Table 2.1 sulnmarizes the possible mobile wireless channcl classifications. It is

worlh noting that a faster mobile will exhìbit a larger uaximum Dopplel shift,

coresponding to a larger Doppler sptead, and a faster fading channel.

Ð
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Table 2-1: Mobile wireless channel classifications

T. << T. \ r> T"

T. << T,,
Frequency selective
Slow fading

Frequency selective
Fast fading

T" >> To
Frequency non-selective
Slow fading

Þ-requency n on- s el ective
Fast fading

Although there are several classes of mobile wireless channels, it is important to

conduct research using a channel that is rneaningful with respect to the objective of this

thesis. As mentioned earlier, channels that are frequency selective produce an ISI effect.

Although instances of these channels occasionally occur in practice, ÌSÌ can be dealt with

by sirrply extending the receivers designed for fiequcncy non-selcctivc channels [l2].

F-or this reason, the channel investigated in this thesis will be frequency non-selective.

Note that although ISI will not occur due to the channel since it is frequency non-

selective, no assumptions havc been made yet about ISI due to the receiving technique.

In addition to being frequency non-selective, the channel will be a slow fading

channel. Although slow or fast fadìng is a relative tenn, when a channel exliibits fast

fading, there is generally r.ro correlation in the channel between successive signal

inte¡¡als. lfthere is no corelatìon in the channel then there is no memory in the channel,

and the optimun receiver is known and easy to impletnent [53]. Since colrelation in the

fading channel corresponds with rnemory and rnemory is the impetus for this tliesis- it is

only natural to consider slow fading channels. To investigate a slow fading, frequency

non-selective mobile wireless channel, a specjfic Doppler spectrå must be assumed, This

thesis ernploys thc spectra associated with the Jakes-Clarke channel. For sin.rplicity, tlie

tenn "fading channel" will be used exclusively hereafter in lieu of "slolv fading,

frequency non-selective n.robilc wireless channel".

-20
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2.1.2. Jake s-Clarke Model of the Multipath Channcl

There are several assunptions that can be made when investigating the rrultipath

rrodel of the fading channel that help sirnplify (2.5) t451. First, it is assumed the

attenuation, delay, angles of arival and Doppler shifts are individually WSS (ø,1r¡=a,,

t,(t) = r, , 0,(/) = 0, and ¡," 1t¡ = .1,'). It is now obvious that the distribution of 4, is uniform

over (0,221, as 12, in (2.6) will be much greater than L Furlhennore, it is assumed that

the incorning rays are of equal strength ( ø, - ø ). Tlie received signal frorn (2.5) can now

be reduced to

'¡¡ = i ø[cos1¿, 1 + 7 sinl¿ ¡] (2 t0)

To proceed l'uflher, a probability density is required for the angle of arrival r¿ of

the rays. If the density of 4 is unifonl over (0,221 then the scattering is rcferred to as

isotropic scatterìng. Recall that the received signal in (2.10) is whcn the transmitted

signal is an unmodulated carrier. Ì,, (0;^/) is now determined by finding the

autocorrelation of the in-phase and quadrature cornponents of the :'eceived signal. The

autocorelation of each cornponent of the fading ( ,4" (r) = A/,, (0; 
^/) 

) is identical and

beco¡¡es

Æ" (r) = (or I 2).t ,,(2/tlDr) (2.r l)

where o' is the total power in the fading, and .,¡,, f ) is llie zeroth order Bessel function of

the first kind. This model is known as the Jakes-Clarke rnodel of the fadir.rg channel.

The baseband Doppler spectra .t(/)=sD(/) lor each of the in-phase ancl quadrature

componenls that follows is
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l/1< L,

ll> Í,.
(2 t2)

The in-phase and quadrature components of the fading are uncorrelated. The normalized

Jakes-Clarke autocorrelation is shown in Figure 2.5 and the baseband Doppler spectra is

sl.rown ìn Figure 2.6 respectively.

It ìs worth mentioning that the Jakes-Clarke Doppler spectr-um (2.l2) evaluated at

/ -1ô results in infinity due to the Jakes-Clarkc rnodel assuming that the incoming rays

ale in a two-dimensional plane. In reality this will not happcn, and if the model is

extended to include three-dimensional space, the resulting Doppler specha is sinilar but

does nol go to infinity.

.4242.1
fD r (se.)

Figure 2.5: Normalized Jakes-Clarke autocorrelation
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ê
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-1 0 1

f/tÐ (¡lz)

Figure 2.6: Baseband Jakes-Clarke Doppler spectrum

It has been showr.ì in this scction that l'or a large number of rays the channel

iupulse response is a complex Gaussian process, and that by stating the channel is Jalçes-

Cllarke, the autocorrelation of the channel impulse response is also known. With the

channel model established further investigation of digital cornmunications over the

lnobile wìreless channel can now take place.

2.2. Digital Communication over Fading Channels

The discussion of digital comrlunication over the lading channel must first

include an introduction ofa few imporlaìtt concepts: the generation ofthe analog signal

to be transmitted, the elfect of the fading channel on the sent signal, and the model oî the

signal seen at tl.ìe receiver. All analysis rvill be done fi:om a baseband perspective.

2.2.1. Transmitter and Channel Model

Col.nmunication using a set of Mpossiblc transmission signals is known as M-ary

comurunication, Each signal (representing log. M bits) is represented by a complex
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value 4r , where ¿r( is drawn from a sel with cardinality M . The entire iufomation-

bearing sequence ollength Nis represented by {a,,,a,....,a.,-,}. When linear modulation

is ernployed, the signal to be transmitted can be represented as the output of a filter

excited by a trâin of impulses wcighted by {au , a, ,. . . . a,. , } . The process of conveding

digital synbols to transmission signals is shou,n in Figure 2.7. The filter ./O is refened

to as a shapjng filter. With a proper choice of filter and appropriale demodulation, zero

ISI can be achieved [39].

larõQ - kT,)
¡r

> s(i1= la,.[(r - kT")

Frgure 2.7'. Generation ofsent signal using shaping fìlter

Since the channel impulse response has already been described as a randor.n process, the

channel can be modeled as a timc varying fìlter. The inpul to the filter is the transnitted

signal .r(1). The receiver observes the filteled signal plus additive noise ,(1) . The noise

is white and Gaussian with variance N.. / 2 . The entire cornrrunication process lrom

transmitter to receiver is shown in Fìgurc 2.8.

r(/)

Channel

i,/
^

¡¡lt\

For a general mobile

process is

2.8: Model lor moblle wireless channel

wireless channel, the mathematical cquivalent of the above
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r0 I h, (t;î)s(t r).h + n(t) . (2.l3)

Because the channcl investigated in this thesis is frequency non-selective, the channel

in.rpulse response lz.(1;r) reduces to h,(t,0)6(1). Tlierefore, the resultant received signal is

r(Ò = j_¡1, (t:0)6(r)i(t t )(1r + n(t )

= ir.0;0)s0)+¡(¡)

= g(/).ç0) +,0)

=g(t)ZdtfQ-kTs)+n(t) (2.14)

where g(/)=i?.(¡;0). It is norv apparel'ìt that the rcccived signal produced from a

frequency non-selective fading char.rnel is lhc sent signal rnultiplied by a randorn tirne

flrnction, plus the standard additive l'ìoise. Tlìe rnultiplicative time lunction g(r¡ is

conrplex ìnducing an unknown gain and phase on the transmitted signal. This nodel of

the channel is shown in Figule 2.9.

alr) t \t)

\->
^À l

g\tl , 1 tI

Figure 2.9: Model for the frequency non-selective channel

2.2.2. Demodulator and Decoder

There are two distinct corì.ìponents in a communication receiver. The 1ìr'st is the

demodulator, which uses knowledge of the signal constellatìon to turï the received signal

into a set of values. These values are called sufficient statistics, because they contain all

- -t -) -
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the relevant infon¡ration in the received waveflom. The second component of the

¡eceiver is the decoder. Tire role of the decoder is to transfor.m the sufficient statistics

into a symbol sequence.

Synchronization of symbol time intervals is assumed between the transmitter and

receiver in this thesis. The optimurn del¡odulator for the fading channel finds the

correlation of the received signals to each possible sent signal. This correlation can be

obtained by passing the received signal through a hlter "matched" to the shaping filter

used at the transmitter. One complex sufficient statistic lor each transmitted symbol is

obtained by sampling the output of the matched filter at the end of each symbol interval,

This process is shown in l-igure 2.10,

r(t) r-'-..-ltT'

\ t'tAt.-n
:

Figure 2,10: Matclied filter dernodulator

The /¡rl'sufficient statistic denoted as 4 can be expressed as

rk- Ir(t).['Q-kr,)dt (2.15)

In the case of slow fading, tlie rnultiplicative gain is considered constant over eacl'ì

synbol interval, (i.e. s(/)=sr / e UrI., (Ã + l)r.I ) and the received signal (2.14) can be

rewritten as

,¡t 1 =l' g * o r I 1r - t rs )+ 77(1) .

When the shaping filter is designed to have unit energy, the output is

(2.'t6)

-26-
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where ar represents the transmitted symbol, gr is a multiplicative lactor due tô the

fading over the time interval and ,r is con'ìplex Gaussian noise with variance N,, /2.

The coresponding discrete block diagrarn of the channel is presented in F'iglre 2.I I.

Figlrc 2. I 1 : Discrete-time model of the communication syste rn

The sufficient statistics obtained fiom the demodulator are processed by the

decoder to estimate the original syrnbol sequence. The decoders utilized in this thesis are

mernory-based as mentioned in Chapter L Each criterion results in different

corresponding decoding algorithms. Given the sufficient statistics there are two conlmon

dccoding nTethodologies. One is to detennine the most likely syrnbol sequence in its

entirety, while the other is to detennine the rnost likely syrbol during each time intelal.

Whilc the techniques differ greatly in complexity and conccpt, it is genelal)y accepted

tlrat tlre overall perlonnance of each is quite sirnilar, Maximum q posler¡orí (MAP)

sequencc estimation is used in this thesis, and is describcd in furtlicr dctaiì in Chapters 3

and 4.

When the shaping and matched filters are chosen correctly, the discrete n.rodel

fully represents the channel. Consequently, computer sin.rulations of the digital

co;nmunication system need only to generate variables in the disc¡ete time rnodel and

input then to a decoder. The methods used to simulate the cliannel and its discrete

vrrirbles ale described in the next section.
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2.3. Channel Simulation

To test decoding algorithlns lor use on a fading channel, sulficient statistics need

to be generated as input for the decoder. The sufficient statistics, as shown in (2.17), are

a flinction of translnitted symbols, correlated fading samplcs, and white Gaussian

san.rples. These variables have been simulated to test the decoding algorithms discussed

in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The programsl used to obtain the results were written in the

C programming language on a Unix terminal, or in the Matlab software environment on a

Wrndows platl-orm.

The modulation in this tl.resis is primarily on-off ke¡ting (OOK). OOK is a binary

communication scheme that consists of simply hrming a fixed aurplitude signal on or off

according to the value of each bit. This lriodulation scheme was chosen because the

infonnation is not contained exclusiveìy in the phase or arnplitude. As stated earlier,

both the phase and envelope of the fading process are time varying in the Rayleigh

channel euvironr¡ent. If the infonnation is purely in the phase of the received signal,

such as the case with phctse shiJi Æeylng (PSK) or quadrature antplitude ntodulation

(QAM), receiver perfomance drops dramatically. This is due to the syrmnetry of the

signal constellations coÌnbined with the phase uncertainty fi:om the fading.

I All algorithms and rolìtines used to obtain tlÌe reslllls prcscntcd in this thesis were programncd
by thc author, unless stated olherwise. 

^11 
ofthe code $Tittcr fol this thesis is available on comÞâct disc

and can be obtained lio¡¡ Dr. E. Shwedyk at thc UrÙversity oiManitoba.
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Figure 2.12: OOK signal constellation

The OOK signal constellation is shown ìn Figure 2.12. where E, is the

transrnitted energy when a "1" is sent. Although the "on" baseband signal ìs chosen to

be real, the constellation is shown in two dimensions to signify that the sullÌcient

statistics are cornplex. Tlre seqnence a={a,,,a,,...,a,_,1 js generated randorrly; each

symbol is indeperdent of each other and the other variables in thc discrete-lime model.

Each time indexed element a, in a can be either 0 or J¿, .

Since it rs assumed that fading remains constânt over each symbol interval r' the

autocorrelation ol the discrete fadìng process is a satnpled version of the continuous

autocorrelation:

.4..0rr.)=(or t2)J,,(2úlDr') r=....-r,0,1,.... (2.18)

When sinlulating tlie lnulliplicative fading, each real and imaginary courponent is

required to be Gaussian distributed witir an autocorrelation function of the above fonn.

It well known that passing a rvhite Gaussian process through a filter will produce

a coloted Gaussian process with a power spectrum proportional to the squared rnagnitude

of the filter transler function. ln Appendix A, the filter impulse response required to

produce a Jakes-Clarke Doppler spectrurn is derived
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frl 4rf ¡,. r' 'Ìttt) - l" I .t ,(:¡/ t)
J) \tt t )

t+0,

linr l/, rftl /4)
/-0 "' Jt r(5i 4)

(2.t9)

It has been assumed that the filter has unìty gain. J ,"(.) is the % ordel Bessel lunction of

the fust kind, and 11.¡ is the Gamma function.

The silnulated complex fading g = 1g", r, ,. .,.c 
" , ) is obtained by passing two

streams of independent white Gaussian sarnples through idcntical 1ìlters. Finite inp se

response (FlR) filters are used, which have an in.rpulse response (2.l9) sampled at a rate

of r.. Thc in-phase and quadrature components oulput by the two filters are corrbined

as shown in Figure 2.13. It is important to note lhat the ñlters are theoretically infinite in

length and non-causal. The filters used in this thesis al'e truncated at 2001 taps, rvhich

yields a sufficient representation of the filter'- Non-causality can be disregarded since the

fading is generaled prior to the simulation. Several characteristics of this sirnulated

fading, such as power spectrunì an¡l level crossing rate (LCR), wele verified to confin.n

satisfactory fi lter implementation.

Fìgure 2.1-ì: BIock dirgranr ofthe lading sinìulalor

30
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The complex additive Gaussian noise sequence n=1r0,2,,...,2. rÌ was generated

using a Gaussian sample generator. The proce ss is white with variance rV,, / 2 , and the

in-phase and quadrature components are independent.

The fìnal step of this simulation is to control the SNR. The signal pou,er

component of the ratio is a combination of bÕth the transmitted powel and the power in

the fading envelope. The noise power is strictly due to the additive Gaussian noise. The

power contributed from the fading is expressed as an average power since the

instantaneous fading power is a function of time. The power contributed by the

transmitted signal is nonnalized in tenns of average energy per bit ¿-,. The SNR in this

thesis cau now be defined as

cxro. r\ cr¡8c signu I pou cr pcr bit E o'
noiseporver N,, l2

(2 20)

where o' ìs the totâl average energy in the fading. By setting o' ancJ, 8,, to ì-lnity- lhe

SNR can be controlled by simply adjusting the variance in the additive noise.

2.4. Summary

The concept of tlìe trânsrnitted signal ar|iving at tl'ìe receiver via n]ultiple paths

was introduced in order to establish the N-ray multipath propagation model of the

channel. With the assumption that no single ray is significantly stronger than another, it

was shown that the channel impulse response could be viewed as a cornplex Gaussian

random process, Further assurnptions were nrade conceming equality of ray strength and

unifonn angle of arival to develop the Jakes-Clarke model of the channel. The Jalçes-

Clarke model is distinguished by its chamiel autocorrelation function and Doppler

spectra.

- 3l -
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This chapter outlined the lransmitter and receiver models used in typical

comrrunication systelns. An appropriate choice of a filter pair (shaping filter at the

modulator and matched filter at the demodulator) led to an equivalent discrete time

model of the systen. This thesis uses the discrete time model of the channel for purposes

of analysis. This model employs sufficient statistics to equivalently represent the

received analog signal.

The decoder, which is perhaps the rnost important element of the receiver, has yet

to be discussed in detail. The sufficient statistics produced by the demodulator a¡e used

by the decoder to generate estimates of the transmitted symbols. These estimations are

made using a predetermined âlgorithm that depends on the criterion and model of the

channcl considered by the receiver. Ideally, the receiver shonld ta)<e advantage of the

nemory in the fading process, but still nranage to keep its complexity lorv. Although the

reâl channel is Jakes-Clarhe, the receivers used in this thesis will be based on channel

lr.rodels that readily adapt to decoding algorithrns.

Chapter 3 will introduce a model of the channel with finite memory as opposed to

the infinite mernory present in the Jakes-Clarkc nrodel. Using a specific cliterion, along

with a fìnite memory model, allows for tlìe developu'ìent of twô decoding algorithms

iater in the chapter. Chapter 4 will detail the Markov channel rnodel, anothel finite

mer.nory rrodel of the fading channel.

-32



Chapter 3

Memory-Based Detection over Rayleigh Fading Channels

As mentioned in Chapter l, memory based techniques u'ill be used to map

sufficient statistics into an estinlated transmitted syrnbol sequence. Altliough there is no

conelation between transmitted symbols or additive noise samples, the reccivcd signal

has memory. This is due lo the corelative nature of tl.re fading process, A sìr.nple

receiver couìd be ir.npler.nented that makes decisions based solely on one sufficient

statistic at a tine. This method, howcvcr, does not take full advanlage of the correlation

in the received signal introduced by tlie channel. With mernory present in the received

signal, the optìmal strategy is to make dccisions based on the enlirc set of sufficient

statistics or at least a larger porlion of it. The next two chapters discuss methods used to

rnake symbol decisions based on the entire rcceived signal. Two receivers that

imple.ment an optimal decision-making strategy are presented later in this chapter.

3,1. Decoding Criterion

There are two fundamental criteria for making "optirnal" decisions given the

entire sequence of sufficient statistics. These are maxintunt a posteriori (MAP) symbol-

by-syrnbol detection and maximum q posteriot ¡ sequence detectìon. These criteria will

-J)
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be defined rrathemalicaÌly for a general comrnunications problem. They rvill then be

elaborated on in dctail with regard to the specific channel investigated in this thesis.

Let the transmitted sequence be a={an,a,,...,o.,}, where ¡y' is the number of

transmitted symbols. The set of sufficient statistics output by the demodulator is denoted

as r = {/i, /i,..., ^ , L as described in Chapter 2. The output of the decoder,

â = {;o , ¿, , . . . . ¿."-, } , reprcsents an estimate of the transmitted sequence. The tenr

"estimation" generally refers to variables with continuous distributions, while the tenn

"detection" generally refers to discrete variables. These two tems, howevel, will be

interchanged loosely in tliis thesis and are to be interpreted in the context used.

The ultimate goal in a communications system is to rninimize the ptobability of

cror. An en-or is defined as an incorrecl decision. This event may be in reference to a

decision at the sequence, symbol ol bit level, ln special cases, such as those with a

rncmoryless channel or binary rnoduÌation, minirlizing the probability of a specific type

of cnor rnay also resuli in the rninimization of the probability of another-

3.1.1. MAP Sequence Dctcction

Detenninìng the MAP sequence estilnate lì.ìinitnìzes the probability of sequence

cnor given the received set of sufficient statistics. Let the set of all possible sequences

be A , with cardinality M¡ for uncoded M-ary modulation. The MAP syrnbol estimate

of the transmitted sequence â.,.," can be stated mathematically as

. IÌÌAX!,,,,.= Pr[a:o r) (3 1)

where lr0 represents a discrete probability mass. This equation can be read as " â.r_,r is

tire sequence o in A that is ffrore probable than any other, given the received vector-"

Using Bayes'ruIe, this staternent cân be rearranged as

-34-
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rnâx p.,,,(rla=û)Pr(â =q)
û€,{ p.(r)

where p.0 reprcsents a continuous probability density in -r. For clarity, the suffix is

omitted when the argurnent gets large, ând the vadable of the density should be

understood by context.

Note that the denorninator is not a function of the estìmared sequence and can be

ornitted for convenience when finding á,,,,. Furthenlore, ifeach transmitted sequence

has equal probability, then P¡(â=û) is equal to a constant l/MN and can also be

disregalded. For this lhesis the transmitted synbols are memoryless and of equal

probability, therefol c the cstirnate can be restated as

,i., j'oli',",r."-,,r {l.lr

The soìutìon 1o this equation is also known as the tnatintrun likelihood sequence

eslímatiotl (MLSE) and is defined as

(3.2)

(3.4)^ Dlilxâ,,,. = .7r.,"(r r=a)

Belore proceeding futher, additional l<no$'ledge is rcquiled of the

cor¡rnunication chanr'rel, as well as the statistical dependence in the received signal. If

there is no conelation in the received signal, the MLSE can be obtained symbol-by-

syrrbol. If there is conelation, the solution is rnore difficult to realize, The ttaditional

decoding mcthods used lor a correlated fading channel are described in more detail in

Section 3.2. Before speci{ic receiver structurcs are developed, however, another

decoding criterion will be int¡oduced.

-35-
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3.1.2. MAP Symbol-By-Symbol Detection

MAP symbol-by-synbol detection minirnizcs the probability of syrbol error

given the received set of sufficient statistics. Essentially, the estimâte of eacì.r syrnbol

can be found independently of all other syrnbol estiurates. The set of all possible

symbols is À, and has cardinality M for M-ary modulation. The MAP syrrbol esrimate

of the /í'r' slrìbol is denoted as à, ^,,, and can be stated mathematically as

nìaÀ
à,u,,- ¡.nPrla. -À r) l, -0.1.....^ I (3.5 )

This equation can be read as "ár.,/.,r is the syrrbol 2 in 
^ 

thât is rnore probable than any

otlìer dr given the received vector." Note that the MAP symbol estimate in a binary

comn.runication system is also the MAP bit estimate.

It is well lúown that for a receiveL that determines MAP syrnbol estimâtes or

MAP sequence estimates, the receiver's cornplexity depends on the length of rlemory in

the received signal. The received signal observed on the Jakes-Clarke channeì actually

has infinite mernory, which is a result of the channel autoconelation function (2.11)

existing for all time. While the received signal teclinically has inf-rnite rrretì.tot'y, it is only

natural to assume that the dependency betu'een received samples decteases as the time

distance increases. To practicaily implement a MAP leceiver, the length of significant

dependence in the received signal must be estin.rated. As rnentioned in the Chapter l, the

estil¡ate of the rnemory length is denoted as L. There are several techniques that have

been suggested for detennining an appropriate L for lnobile wireless channels. Kong

[30] chose r- by determining a length that resulted in a relatively sr.nall r.nemory loss due

to the finite memory assumption. Traditionally, and perhaps more intuitively, a tliai and

eror method is usually errployed [9] [57] [35]. This research uses a trial and eror

method and justl'fies the choice of I according to receiver perfonnancc.

-36-
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With a finite rnemory assumption, the complexily of receivers irnplenenting the

two proposed MAP criteria can be compared. A receiver with a complexity proportional

to M"*' results rvhen using the Baltl-Cocke Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithn [5] to lìnd

the MAP symbol estimate. To detennine the MAP sequence estinate the Viterbi

algorithm (VA) [6] can be used, which has a complexity proportional to M¿-'. Past

lesearch has suggested that the resulting symbol error perfomrance of both MAP

sequence decoding and MAP symbol decoding are similar under high SNR conditions.

These are the conditions of primary concem in a real environment. Since MAP sequence

detection has a much lower complexity than MAP symbol-by-syrbol detection, it is the

criterion chosen lor this thesis. The actual method used in this thesis to find the MAP

estìmate (and hence MLSE) will be elaborated on in the following sections and

subsequent chapter.

3.2. MLSE Receivers

In this section, the MLSE stated in (3.4) will be expanded, since finite r.nemory is

now being assumed in the received signal. It will be shown that the MLSE can be f'ound

using optimal predictions of the fading process.

Frorn the definition of MLSE, tlìe tenn to be maxin.rized ìn (3.4) can be rewritten

AS

=il'p(r* 1,,-,,,, :,...,t¡,(x¡,,d,-,, -,u.0)

= ij p1r, 1, r -,,, r -,,..., rt, ø k, ct k \,..., 1r a )
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,d, ,) (3 6)

The first slep can be perfonned with successive applicâtions of Bayes' rule, with the

conditional probabilities only relying on past samples. The finite memory assumption

allows the third step to be true.

Taking the natural logarithm of(3.6) results in a surn rather than a product

rnþ..-" (r, = o)]= i'r"þ(,.- ) r 0,, r* -,,..., t r,, ø r, a *,,..., a r- )j (3.1)

This form suggests that lhe Viterbi algorithm can be used to find the MLSE. Each state

in the VA trellis is one of the possiblc M"' syrnbol combìnations. The complexity of

searching a VA trellis with M'-' states agrees with the previously stated complexity of

finding the MLSE-

For the Rayìeigh channel considered in this thesis, the conditional prcbability

(3.6) is Gaussian. By definìng I as the optirral conditional estirnate of 4 and o,1. as

the conditional variance, (3.6) can be rewritten as

(3.8)

It will be shown that optimal estin.rates of the received signal can be obtained fi.om

optirnal estirnates ofthe fading process. To obtain the required fading estir.r.rates, a rnodel

ofthe fading process with the corresponding finite memory must first be specified. Two

techniques which provide fading estimates will be discussed in this section: Kalnian

fi ltering and predìction filtering.

3.2.1. Kalman Filtering

In general, discrcte-time Kaln.ran filters provide estimates for correlated processes

observed afte¡ a linear transfoltnation, and in the presence of additive noise [42]. The

- -tò -
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Kalman filtering technique elnployed in this thesis assôciates the fading process with the

conelated proccss, and the received sufficient statistics with the obseruecì process.

Since the fading process is stationary, it can be rcpresented as the output of a

causal filter cxcited by a white noise process. The fading can then be modeled as an

ÂRMA process, and predictions can be made given past values of the received signal.

The general ARMA fon¡ ofthe fading process is

gr =\c,gr-,+ld ,w, ,r-l ¡=0

(3 e)

where c, and d, are the ARMA coefficients, {u,, } is a zero rìean white Gaussian

process, and the assur¡ed memory in the fading is l-.

Using matrix notation, a vector of fading samples can be represented as

(3. r 0)

wherc

t. t,l
{) 0

00
I

;']

(3.11)

(3.12)

and

lJ, ,t. ... ,1,, , J,,)
lo o... o ol

o=lo {} ... o ,, I

l'L0 0... 0 0l

Notationally, x/ denotes a vector {-r,, -r, , ...,r,}' where I must be greater than or equal

to ./. Under a specific transmitted scquence liypotliesis c, the received sufficient

statistics can be rewritten âs a function of the lading vector.
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rr =h,gt, t,+n,. (3.l3)

The vector h* is defined as {ø¡,0,...,0}? and corresponds with the È'ì' syrnbol in a

specific lranslnitted sequence l.rypothesis.

Sunmarizing the above, the state-spâce equations 1o¡ the system are

gi-'-' =cgi i+orvi-"

,r =lt'rll 't +nr.

Èl;,' = (c K, hl )gf ¿*' + K*4

^f 
.ì =(c Krhí)^uc7 +DD1

(3.l4)

(3.15)

Using these state-space equations, Kalman filters can provide the uraximum likelihood

estinìates of the fading vectors. denoted as gj '.' , as well as their respective cnor

covariance matrices 
^1 

. The maxitnum likelihood estimates are considered to be the

opliural estimates. Borrowing the results lrom the method outlined in [42], the fading

estimates and en'or covarìauce nìatrices are lecursively provìded by the Kalman

equations

(3.16)

(3 11)

K* = C^,h¡ (hl^*h, + N0 / 2)-'I (3.19)

Recall that Nr, /2 is the variancc ofthe additive channel noise.

Given the fading estirrates and conesponding covariance matrices, the received

sigr'ìal estirnatcs can be found given a transrnitted sequence hçrothesis. The conditional

rrean and variance of(3.8) a¡e found to be (see Appendix B for detail)

vr =t'll! ^'

and

40-
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d.r, =h1^.h, +^," /2 (3.20)

The receiver struclure using the fading and received signal estìrnates, and a Viterbì

algorithrn decoder is shown in Figure 3.1. Each branch ofthe receiver conesponds to a

unique syrbol vector oflengtli 1- .

Èl'"^,

Figure 3.1 : Kalman filtering combined with a Viterbi algorithm decoder

Although Kalman filtcrs plovide tlte optimal length- ¿ lading vector and received

signal estimâtes, they also prove to be complex due to the large amount of matrix

multiplications and inversions. If the lading is assumed to l¡c an autoregressive (AR)

process (a special case of an ARMA process) the ¡ecursìve matrix manipulations can be

avoided. The next section discusses prediction filters, which can be used if an AR moclel

of the fading process is assuned.

4l
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3.2.2. Prediction-fi Iterin g

A method that is similar to Kalman filterìng, yet avoids the cornplex rratrix

rrianipulations, is prediction-filtering. By rnodeling the fading as an tnrtoregressive (AP.)

process, one-step linear predìction can easily be perlormed [40]. When the lading is

considered an AR process, it can be generated by an all-pole filter and represented by a

nrodified version of (3.9)

gr =lc,gr , +d,t,, (3 21)

Just as in (3.9), c, and d0 are the AR coefficients, {w,} is a zero mean white Gaussian

process and the assumed memoly in the fading is r .

Undel a given transmitted sequence hypothesis c, as in (3.8), one can def-tne the

random va able

t n,

at Gr
(3 22)

This is merely a modification of the received sufflcient statistics. Whcn .rl. is considered

to be an ÀR process, the minintunt ntean squared error (MMSE) estimate of g, , denoted

as ãr, can be caìculated by a weighted sumlnation ofthe modificd sufficient statistics

ã* =Ip,.,(o),,-, (3.23)

The weights used in the summation are called prediction coefficients {/(,(o)} and ate

found by solving the set of Yule-Walker equations [40]
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dr_r : R. (1)

la,-. l'n,(o)+f

lar-,11 R, (L -2)

(3 24)

The solution to the Yule-Walker equations requires the autocorrelation lunction

of the discrete fading n,(*), as well as the strength of the addìtive noise -tf.J /2. From

(3.2a) it is apparent that there will be M' sets of prediction coefficients to detennine,

corresponding to each possible length- ¿ synbol vcctor. These can be calculated prior to

processing the received signal.

As shown in Appendix C, the received signal estimate is detemined from the

fading estirnate by

i^ -o,à^ a^lp,,,w¡1, -
Gr-^

and the vâriance in the prediction is given by

o:,=o l: lo,0,-Ir, r,rrn"r,,,¡'*

(3 25)

(3.26)

Division by zero is avoided in (3.25) when a, is zeto, since its lespective prediction

coefficient p.,(o) is also zero. In this case the tenn tends to zero, not infinity, so there is

no contribution to the summation.
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B¡anch
Metric

Mt.

F-igure 3-2: Prediclion-filterir.rg conbined wìth Viterbi algorithrn dccoder

The receiver structure usirìg the fading and received signal estilnates is con.rbined

with a Viterbi algorithnr decoder and shown in Figure 3.2. While the overall operation of

the predictìon filtcr decoder in Figure 3.2 and Kahnan fílter decoder in Figule 3.1 appear

sirnilar, the actual rnethods used to provide estìmates dilfer greatly. The prirrary

disadvantage of thcse receivers ìs the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm. The number

of states used in the Viterbi algolithrn is M¿, so obviously the con.rplexìty increases

exponentially with the assumed memory in the channel. There are techniques that can be

used to limit the number of states searched in the Viterbi trellis, such as adaptive

plediction filters [35] or per-slu'vivor processing (PSP) t421. The purpose of this thesis

is not to sinplily known decoding algorithrrs, but to develop a new model of the channel

to siniplily the receiver. Therefore, reduced-state MLSE techniques will not be further

investigated.

p(,", r,- ,(¡. )
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'lhe structures of t\\'o well-known reccivers fo¡ use on channels with meurory

have been discussed in this section. If the true fading is modeled as an ARMA process,

Kalman filtering is a slraightforward receiving technique that assists in detenr.rining the

MLSE. Likewisc, if the lading is considered to be an AR process, prediction-hltcring

u'ill assist in finding the MLSE. As a true optimal receiver is nôt feasible to ilnplelnent,

due to the infinite memory in the Jakes-Clarke channel, the receivers discussed must be

compared against each other to observe relative perfonnance.

Given the order of the ARMA model, the Kalman filtering receiver requires the

ARMA coefficients that best represent lhe channel. The method used to find the ARMA

coefficients is discussed in the r'ìext section. The prediction filter, on the other hand, only

requires an AR n.rodcl order to be specified, as the autocorrelation function of the fading

(2.11) is aheady ì<norvn. The perfonnance of receivers, using either Kahnan or

prediction filters, are comparcd for various channel memory lengths in the next section.

3.3. Results

The error perfonrance of the previously discussed MLSE receivers was

deten.nined via simulation. The comrnunication simulations were perfonned with an

OOK modulation scheme on mobìlc channels, with fading rates lDTs 0.01, 0.05 and 0.L

The fading rates of 0. l, 0.05 and 0.01 correspond to channels experiencing slow, mediurn

and fast fading respectively. For a cornmunication channel with a 2 GHz carrier

transmitting 10,000 synbols per second, 1,r. of 0.01,0.05 and 0.1 conespond to

nrobiles traveling at 540, 270, an¡l, 54 krn/hour respcctively. The goal of these

simulations is to provide a rcference for evaluating the Markov leceivers to be introduced

in lhe next section.
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3.3.1. Kalman Filtering

When designing Kaln.ran filtcrs. ARMA coelficients that produce the fading

process nust first be detennined. There is more tban one method that can be used to find

the coefficients, and thc actual set of coefficients obtained by each method is not unique.

Different methods require dilfe¡ent inforrnation to generate coefficients, such as the

autoconelation finction of the true process, the impulse tesponse ola filter that u'ould

generate the tïe process, or even a sample sequencc of the actual process. In addìtion,

the number of auloregressive coefficients 1- and the number of moving average

coefficients I4l rnust be specified.

Although thele are :riany techniques that could have been used, the Steiglitz-

McBride itet'otiotl olgoritålr (SMIA) was used in this thesis to find tlie ARMA

coefficients. This algotithm req¡uires the tinte dol'ì.ìain impulse response ofa hlter that

would gencrate Lhe fading, given that the input is rvhite. The SMIA minimizes the

squared eror between the input impulse response and the irnpulse response that

conesponds to the geneÌated coefficients. This algorithm was choser.ì bccause the

ARMA coefficients generatcd are unique given /;4, L and Hl , and not subject to thc

slighi variations evident wl¡en generated with traìuing sequer'ìces. Another reason lor

choosing the SMIA'"vas because the required irnpulse lesponse is already available from

generating the fadrng process, as described in Section 2,3. Finally, the routine for the

SMIA was avallable in the Matlab software environment this thcsis used lor simulation.

Using a trial and eror rriethod for determining L and w, various Kalman

filterìng receivers were constructed and irnplemented. Flom obsenvations, ìt was

concluded that there is no advantage to rnaking Ialgü lhan ¿. [n general, the

pelfonnance of the receivels increased with ¿, and as expected, the length of time to

complete the simulations increased exponentially. The performance of several Kalman

filterìng receivers js shorvn in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 for channels with slow, rnediurn
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and fâst fading respectively. The perlormance of a receiver equipped with knowledge of

the fading process ìs also plotted. This se¡¡es as a lower bound on receìver pet.fonnance

for an uncodcd OOK comrnunicalion svsreln.

Figule 3.3: Error performance of Kaltnan filtering receivers (..4, r, =0.0t)
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As expected, the mernory-based receivers performcd diflerently on channels with

different fading rates. The lower bound in all three figures is the sârne, however, since

the correlation in the fading does not provide any new infomation lor coherent receivers.

For r.nemory-based receivers, such as the Kalman filtering receiver, it is generally

expected that better perfonnance can be achieved when thele is higher corelation in the

channel. Highcr correlation is observed when the fading rate is srnaller.

Tlie validity of the ARMA model representation of the fading is apparent frorr

the above figures. For a channel with a fading rate of 0.01, Kalman filtering receivers

with an ¿ greater than I performed extremely well, since the lower bound appeared to

have been rnet. On the mediurn fading channel, the perfonnance of the Kaln.ran receivers

did not improve once ¿ was greater than 3. This observatìon suggests that receiver

performance equal to the lowcr bound is not always attainable. The last fading channel

recìuires ¿ equal to 5 to achieve reasonable perfon-nance. lncreasing 1- beyond 5 for the

fast fading channel would be excessive, resulting in only rnarginal improvement in

leceiver perfonnance due to the p¡lximity to the lower bound.

3.3.2. Prediction-filtelin g

The only parametcr to consider when perfonning predictron-filtering is the

assumed nre:nory ìength in lhe received signal. The influence ol the assumed mer.noly

length on receiver perfonnance was investigated through corrputer simulation. The

resuìts obtained are shown in Figures 3-6,3.7 and 3.8 fo¡ channels with lading rates of

0.01,0.05 and 0.1 respectively.
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20 25
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Figure 3.8: Er:-or perfonnance of pledictioÌr-filter ing reccivers (./, r" = 0.1)

For the slow fadrng channel, the perfor.nance of a pr ediction-filteríng receiver

with r- equal to 5 is close to the lower bound given by the coherent receiver, but not as

close as the Kalman filtering receiver with ¿ equal Lo 5. Compared to the Kalman

filtering rcceìvers. the plediction-filtering leceivers show poor ovelall perfor-rnance on

both medium and fast fading channels,

It is apparent from the above discussion that thc Kalman filterilg receivers

generally perfonr better than the prediction-filtering receivers. The¡e are two possible

reasons for this obseruation. The first is that the Kalman filters provide the optimum

length- L sequence estimates of the lading, while the prediction frlters provide the

optirrurn scalar estimate ol the fading. The recursive nature of the Kalman filtering

combined with tl.ìe sequence estimates may provide better received signal estimates. The

second ¡eason is that Kalman filters use more krowledge of the fading whcn constructing

prcdictions. While the Kalman filtering approach requires the entire impulse response of
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â process-generating filtcl to constrìict the ARMA coefficients, the prediction-filtering

. receiver only uses 1- salnples of thc autocorrelation of thc fading.

An observation can be ntade about the perfonnance of the Kalman filtering and

prediction-filtering receivers rvhen increasìng ¿. The increases in perfonnance appear to

be small but consistently incremenlal for the prediction-filterìng receivcr.s. The increases

in perfolmance for the Kalman filtering receivers, on tl.ìe other hand, tend to vary

considelably in magnrtude and are not at all consìstent.

3.4. Summary

Several criteria lor nreruo;:y-based receivers were introduced in this section, with

MLSË being the criterion chosen lor this thesis. The methods that find the MI,SE arc

based on either an ARMA or an AR model of the fâding process. The Kalman filteriug

nlethod, which enploys an ARMA model, oi¡tains received signal estimates fr.om fading

vector cslimates, usillg complex matrix manipulation. The predictiôn-filtering method,

which employs an AR uodel, appears to be a more intuìtive approacli for finding the

fading estin.rates and received signaÌ estìr- ates.

The main drawback to implernenting either of these algolithms lies in the

con.rplexity of the Viterbi algorithrn that proccsses the received signal estimates. The

computâtional cornplexity of implementing the VA grows exponentially wìtl.r the

assumed memory ìength of the ,ARMA or AR model of the fading. Reference receivcrs

should yield good perlont.ìance, yet exlìibit low complexity. Dilferent reference

receivcrs should be used lor diflerent fading rates, as the required metnory used by tìre

receiver depends on the corelation of the channel. The performance of the Kalman

filtering and prcdiction-filtering receìvers were corrparcd for various ¿ to detemrine

which method to use. Kalman filterìng was chosen for all tlree channels considered.
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The reference receivers that will be used are shown ìn Table 3.1, along with their

respective pararìleters. The perlonnance of these receiver-s, as u'ell as the lower bound

provided by coherent receivers, will serve as the references for the next chapter,

Table 3.l: Reference receivers for channels with different fadins rates

Channel Relerence rcceiver

Slorv ( 7,,r. = 6.61 ¡ Kalman fìltcring - L=2, W =l

Medium (.r,7. = 0.05 ) Kalmân filtering - L=3,11/=2

Fast (tr. = o.r ) Kaìrr.rrn tìltcring - t,=5, w=4



Chapter 4

Finite State Markov Channel

Chapter 2 discussed the physical environr¡ent of a mobile wireless

communication system, and derived a mathcmatical model of the channel. The Jakes-

Clarke channel was chosen as the tme channel, but due to the inlìnite channel rnemory it

was shown that optimurn receivers could not be practically implemented. Chapter 3

introduced the ARMA and AR models of tlie fading channel. These models of the true

channel enabled MLSE rnenory-based receivers to be constructed. An assumption of

finite mer.nory in the lading was made, and the cornplexity of these receivers grew

exponentially wìth the assurned üiemory length. This chapter introduces an altel.native

finite memory llodel of the Jakcs-Clarke channel to assist in MLSE memory-ì:ased

receiver design, This model is the.finite state Markov channel (FSMC) mode L

Although r¡uch research has been conducted on modeling comr¡unication

channels as FSMCs, little attention has been focused on the application of this

knowledge in receiver design lor mobilc wireless channels. This chapter briefly

suurmarizes some basic eiements of FSMCs- lt then procecds to relate the Malkov

channel to the channel under investigation in this thesis. The receiver structures rvill be

derived fioln the MLSE criterion and the FSMC assumption, and the perfonnance of the

MLSE FSMC receivers wìll be analvzed.
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4.1. Introduction

Markov models ale olten used to describe stochastic ptocesses. The rnost

comrnon application of Markov modeling is found in pattem recognition problems [41].

Markov models serve as simple comprehensive representations of discrete time

processes. A finite state Ma¡kov model approximates a true process using a finite

number of states, where each state represents a possible existence point. Typically each

state represents different charâcteristics and has a different set of parameters from the

other states. These paraneters will be discussed in the next section. The Markov model

can be observed in tems of a sequence of occupied states, or as the indirect output flom

a scquence of occupied states, .[f the state sequence is not directly observable, but an

embedded state trânsition output is, the Markov model is comr.nonly referred to as a

liidden Markov rnodel.

The primary reason Markov tnodeling is often ernployed is that there are many

mcthods available for constn-rcting Markov models from test data, without any prior

knowledge of the source. This is not the reason, however, that Markov models are used

in this thcsis, since the Jakes-Clarke model already describes accurately the fading

channel. The r.notivation for using Markov r.nodels is the potential for representing the

true channeì in a simpler manner than the ARMA or AR models do. If a Markov model

can describe the corelation in a fading channel accurately, this knowledge can be used to

desrgn efficient receivers. To fully appreciate the relation between the Markov model

and the Jakes-Clarke fading channel, a brief introduction to Markov processes and their

respective parameters rnust fir'st be presented.

A l" order finite stâte Markov process with K statcs is completely descrìbed by

three elements (a D'h order Markov process will be discussed in the next section in the

contex t o f t he'rvil-eless channel.;:

i) state-space, C = {cn.c,....,c, ,},
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ii) KxK transilion probability rnatrix p, and

iiÐ length- r steady state probability vector a .

The Marirov process represents a discrete time process. For the duration of any one time

inteÌyal, the process can be in one and only one state. The set of probabilitìes for the

process to transfer from any particular state to another is contained in the probability

transition n.ratrix p. Each element p of the matrix p ìsdefinedas

4, = P(¿, wjll be the ncxt state pâststatcwasc,) (4 l)

where I and j denote specific state indices. An important aspect of Markov processes is

that the transition plobabilities depend only on the cunently occupied state, and not on

previous outputs or occupied states.

The elements of the steady-state probability vector ,r are the probabilities of being

in any particular state, without any knowledge ofoutputs or tr.ansitions:

E ¡ = Pr(c,) (4.2)

A visual representation ofa 3-state Markov process is shown in Figure 4.1. The

state Lransitions are represented as alrows connecting states, and are labeled with

arbitralily assigned transition probabilities. The steâdy-state probabilities are prirnarily

used for initializing a Markov process, and are omitted here for clarity.
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Figure 4.1: General example of a Markov process

4.2. Finite State Markov Channel (FSMC)

Markov ptocesses werc first used to descril¡e a con.ulunication channel by

Gilbefi [20], and were later elaborated on by Elliott [15] in the 1960s. Their srudy of

discretc channel models with mcrnory led to a 2-state Markov channel. In the Gilbefl-

Elliot model, each state's defining character.istic is its probabtlity of transmission eror..

One state is a "good state" c with a low probability ol transmission enor, and the otlìer

state is a "bad state" B with a high probability of t¡ansmission enor. The state

transitions reflect the pattem ofburst errors observed on a corrmunication channel. This

model is sliown in Ftgure 4.2.

l-n.

Frg.ure 4.2: Gilbe*-Ellion 2-state Marhov channel
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The Gilberl-Ëlliott channel lrodel can be extended by increasìng the number of

states or val'ying the error characteristics assocìated witl.ì each state [28]. If the cl.rannel

can be represented by a FSMC with a diffelent probability of transmission error

attributed to each state, decoding techniques are known that take advantage of the

channel menory [51]. Recent research lìas taken a dillerent approach by letting the

Ma¡kov channel states represent a more fundarnental channel characteristic, such as the

fading envelope [50], SNR [2], or soft decision outputs [48]. The channel characteristic

to be rnodeled as a Markov process in this thesis is the cornplex fading process {g* }.

Once a Markov model of the cor.nplex fading is obtained, it can be easily transformed

into a Markov n.ìôdel of the fading envelope or SNR, as these are both functions of the

complex fading. The developrnent of the con.rplex lading Markov model from the Jakes-

Clarke channel is discussed in this section.

4.2.1. FSMC as a Model of the Rayleigh F-ading Channel

Recall that the lading process g, expericnced on the moì:ile wireless chanuel is a

correlated zero-rlìeân complex Gaussian plocess. The in-phase and quadrature

components are independent, and have identical statistical ptoperties. Lct either the in-

phase ol quadrature component oi g be denoted as g. without loss ofgenerality:

g, = Rc{g} or lm{g} (4 3)

If the context lequires a time index f, the fading component will be denoted as g,. .

Although it is possible to construct a FSMC based ou the entire complex Gaussian

process, this thesis will conshrrct ìdentical but independent Markov models for both the

in-phase and quadrature cor.r'ìponents.

Whe.n extendìng the basic l " order Markov plocess to a D 'l' order Markov

process, the state-spacc C is redefined as {c0.cr,...,cr¡_, 1. The number of states is kept
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as a function of r so that models of various order can later be corrpared by a nomalized

number of states. The corresponding ûansition probabiJity matrìx of a D'l' order Markov

process will be Kl'xKu. Rach stâte c, will be a length-D vector of sequential g.

values

(4.1)

The specific eleìnents of c, do not change once the Markov model is constructed. The

values are tlpically derived from statistical properties of the fading process. In tl.ris

thesis, the Markov states arc deten.nined by quantization of higher order probability

densìties associated with g.. Before proceeding fuÍher, these probability distributions

must be stated.

Since the randorn variable g. is Gaussian with an autooorelatìon lunction givcn

by (2.18), the Iength- D randor.n vector gj,'. ={S.,,g.,,,...,.c,,-,,,, } is D cLimensional

Gaussian. The correspor.rding probability distribution is

f,,G,)=./",,.Gi r'")=(.2rf''' :1 ''' exp{-g,r'g.' :}

',vhere the DxD covariance lt'ìattix x has elcurents J

(4.5 )

(4.6)

Recall that the fading process is stationaly, therefore the densìty is independent ol the

tine index. This enables gf;D') to be replaced by g. for clarity, in the context of a Drl'

order model. The covariance matrix is symmetrical because the Jakes-Clarke

autocorrelation functior.r .t" (rr) ìs an even function in ¡r .

The state-space of the Markov model of eacli lading component can be

constructed by quantizing the D din.rensional Gaussian density. Furthemore, the

transition probabilities can be determined by finding the areas under regions ofa ,D+l
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dimensional Gaussian density. The theoly to cotìshuct a FSMC from D and D+l

dimensjonal densities and the methods actually used arc discussed next.

4,2.2, Markov NIodel Construction

The construction ol a D rì' order Markov model lrom the Jakes-Cla¡kc model is a

1wo step procedure. First the state-space is constructed frorn klowledge of the ¡

dimensional probabilìty distribution of g, . Recall that the length- D vector g. cân be

either the real or imaginary component ofthe complex flading, without loss of generality.

The state-space consists of K" non-overlapping regions, and is detemined by a

quantization of the density I,,G,). Let the region associated with state c, froln the

quantization of /* (s.) be n,. The criteria and rnethods used to find n, will be dìscussed

later iÌr this section. The steâdy state probabilitics can be detennined directly fiom this

quantjzation

z, = pr(c,) = pr(g. e R,)- [fE,G)dc,.

The second step is to determine the state transition probabilities:

(4.1)

P,, = P(c , \\rill be the ncxtstatc paststatewasc,)=P(g,.r€Ì, ig,.r-ì eÂ,). (4 8)

This can be rewritten using Bayes'rule

^ P(g..r € R, . g. r_r € R, )

'" Prg., ,e R, r

(4.9)

The denominator is identified as 2,, rvllile the numerator can be nanipulated with the

realizatìon that g,, and g, * , share ,D-l elements. The nunrerator is then the area under

a D+l dimensional Gaussian densitv
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(4 il)

(4.12)

and

The entries li, ofthe covariance matrix x' are

ti., =tR"((j Ðr"¡,.'".,. (4 13)

The regions Z,.t are not readily detemined, so in practice the transition probabilities

must be calculated using training sequences with appropriate statistical properties.

Although the above analysis provides a theoretical understanding of the Markov

model constructior, it is not feasible to fìnd actual Markov paranreters this way. For the

simple case when D is equâl to l, areas under regions of a 2-dirnensional Gaussian

density detemine the transitìon probabilities. There a¡e no closed fom solutions for the

areas ho\¡r'ever, even if the regions 2,., are well defrned. For this thesis, the state-space

of a Markov model and its transition probabilities are determined witli the assistance of

the Linde-Buzo-Grzy (LBG) algoritlìm, aud Monte-Carlo techniques. Given training

sequences of tlie fading process, the LBG algorithrn detennines tlie best quantization for

the state-space, and the Monte-Carlo techniques detennine approxir.nate transition

probabilities.

The LBG (ol gencralized Lloyd) algorithm is used to partition the distribution of

fading vectors into a state-spâce. The LBG algÕrithm performs yeclor quantization (VQ)

by repeatedly moving all reference vectors to the arìthmetic means of their Voronoi sets

t36] The refe¡ence vectors are obtained from a source that exhibits appropliate

statistical propefiies, and thele are typically many tnore training vectors than states.
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Early in this research, several state-spaces were constlxcted using the LBG

algorithm and 1,000,000 training vectors. This number proved sufficient as the resultant

state-spaces consistently âpproached the sam(] values, and the anangement of the state-

spaces agreed rvith intuitive expectations. To assure that the number of training vectors

used in this thesis rvas more than sufficient, 10,000,000 \vere used to constr-uct each

state-space.

The state-space of a D'i'order Markov moclel is detemìned by quantizing the o

dimensional probability distribution into KD regions or states. The state-space must first

be initialized with each ofthc K, states being given a unique centrôid. Each length- D

training vector is then associated with the nearest centroid. A new centroid is then

calculated for each state fì'on.r its set of associated Iainirlg vectors. The training vectors

are oncc again assigned to the nearest centroid. This process is repeated until the state-

space ceases to change significantly, or up to a predetemined nun.rber of iterations. The

final values of lhe centroids are used as the state-space c of the Marlçov model. The

step-by-step LBG algorithrn is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.I : LBG algorithnr used to de termine a Marl{ov stâte-space

Step I lnitialize K' unique centroids.

Step 2
Assign each length- o trainìng vector tô the
nearcst centroid.

Step 3
Caìculate 1(" nerv centroids frorn the training
vectors associated with eâch statc

Step 4
If the stale-space has settled or the maximum
nun.rber of iterations has occurred - go to Step 5.
Else go to Step 2.

Stcp 5
Retum current centroids as the Markov state-
spâce C -

Sarrple l" and 2'"r o¡cler state spaces are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4

respectively. While both the targets and regions ofthe quantization are shown in F-igure

4.3, only the targets are slìowl.ì ìn Figure 4.4. lt is understood that the quantization

legions are detcnrinecl by tlìe rearest centtoid.

Once the Mâr'kov st¿ìte-space is obtained, the transition probabtlities can be

determined using the Monte-Carlo method, which approximates the probabiltties using

the statistics of training data. The fírst step is to assign each training vector to the state

u'ith the smallest Euclidian distance fror.n it. Next, the sequence of training vectors (or

equivalently the sequence of occupied states) is examined for state transitions and state

occun'ences. The ratio of specìfic state transitions to statc occutrences deteÌ]nines the

state transition probabrìities.
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Although it is known that the la¿ling process is complex Gaussian, the LBG

âlgorithm and Monte-Carlo method do not require this infomation. These algorithms

are attrilctive fo use for any general time-varying channel, since only training data is

required to construct a Markov model,

The FSMC as well as techniques fo¡ Markov model construction were presented

in this section. The desigr ofdecoding algorithms for use on a FSMC is explained in the

following section.

4.3. MAP Sequence Detection and Channel State Estimation

In Chapter'3, the MAP sequence detection criterion r.vas stated, and the solution

to the problem was obtained when the lading process was considered to bc an ARMA or

AR process. Wlren considering a FSMC, finding tlie MAP sequence cstinìate proves to

be more difficult. A different, but closely reìated criterion to the MAP sequence

estimate, is joint MAP sequence detection and channel state estit.nation. Less

computation is required for joint MAP decoding comparcd to MAP sequence decoding,

and results wìll show that the joirt MAP receivers compare well to the refercnce

receivers. FSMC receivers using joint MAP decodìng are simulated, and the resultir.rg

performance is cornpared to the performance of the reference receivers discussed in the

previous chapter. This section will also discnss MAP channel state estìmation, which is

another possible criterion for FSMC receiver design.

As stated in the previous section, the ir.r-phase and quadrature contponents of the

fading have identical Markov representations. When deriving the estimation equations,

however, the in-phase and quadrature Markov models must be distinct. In gcncral, the

Markov state-space of either component is denoted as C={c,,,c,....,cu, } where

c, = |c,.,,c,.,,....c,.,,_r Ì. Let a vector or the in-phase lading be denoted as
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gi,l,.r =Re1gl 
,., l=Rclc,.g,,. ..s^.,., Ì

ând similarly, a vector of the quadrature cotnponent of the fading

^ lnaxâ.,., - . ¡.,,,(r r=a)

The tenn to be n.raximized above can be rewritten as

It is worthrvhiÌe to mention that since both components of the fading are represented by

identical Markov models, p(cl;"" = 
", ) 

and pGå,*' = c, ) âre both valid probabilities.

4.3.1. MAP Sequence Detection

Let the transmitted sequence be denoted as 
^:{aa,a1,...,a- ,}, the sct of received

sufficient statistics ¿s ¡=[¡n,r',...,r-,-,] and the synbol sequcnce estìmate as

^={,1,,,,1,....,â",},whereNisthetotal 
number of trânsmitted symbols. As mentioned in

Chapter 3, the MAP syrbol sequence estimâte is also the MLSE for the comtnunication

systen used in this thesis. The suffix on the continuous probability distribution will

occasionally be ornitted for clarity if it is of considerablc length. The variable of the

distributron should still be easily undcrstood in its context. Restâting (3.4), the MLSE is

defined as

(4 14)

(4. l5)

(4. 16)

= fl p(r,lrr t,r* t,-..,r1),d" ,,cr,-,,. ,øu) (4.n)

The fading, transtnitted signal, and addìtive noise are considered to be independent.

Under the assurrptíon that the cl.rannel is a FSMC, the probability inside the product can
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be expanded as a double sunmatior.t over both the in-phase and quadrature Markov state-

spaces

p,",,trla or fl I I p{,,.g.ì ' .c.si,..'"
li0 r-0 r=0

Using Bayes' nrle, the probability inside the product and sumr- atìons can be expanded

pG,ej i''' =.,,ei;.i-' =., ,1, ,,oi)

=p(,- 'f-,,"?,g1;'" =.,,gå.i., =",)e.(gi;," =c,,ci,.i,.' =", .i,,"i) Ø.rg)

Given the À11' sample of compìex fading and the r'h tlansr.nitted sytrbol, the reinaining

prior ìnfonnation can be omitted frolri the conditional density of the received statistic.

The co.uditional probability of the Markov processes can be separated into a product of

two probabilities, as the in-pì.rase and quadrature components are independent. Also, the

priol information of a, does not provide any infon.nation about the two r]ew

probabilities, and can therefore be ornitted. With these simplifications, (4.19) can now

be restated

p(,i,gii". =.,.ei,1", =,:, rl,,,ui)

= pþ'r ct¡,g,t=c,¡,so.* =.,..,)r'.þ1;'"=c, rf-,,tr! ,)o'(gi;'. =c, lrl-,,ûî-,) (4.20)

The couditional probability of the received statistic is recognized as Gaussian with mean

ãr(Et.r+t&a.r), and variance Nal2. Tlìe telms f,rþi;ot' =" l.-!,,.1 ,) and

r'.(gi;*' =", rl'-,,"1 ,) are specific in-phase and quadrature Ma¡lcov statc plobabilities,

conditioned on the previous rcceived signal sarrples under a specific transmitted

lilpothesis. With p,"(À.r) =p'(gj;".' =", 1.,1 ,,"1 ,) and p0,"([,j)=pr(*i,í.,="r].i,,"î ,)

defined, (4.18) can be rewritten
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,vl¡/]Lr/)_L
2,,_"(r a=ø)=|I I I Q¡.)](N,)t2ft') þi o, rs, , * ls" * rl'

"'{-
]"

¡.(k,ì)Pt "(k, 
j)

(4.21)

Recursive solutions exist [23] to calculate pt.,(k,ù and pa."(k,.j)

I p0i-, lg,.*-, = c,,.,),d*-t)Pt 
"(k-1,1ì)P..,

/- 
^!
L Ptr-, g,.r t =c,,,,,ar-,)P,.,(k-l,n)

(4.22)

Po ,,(.k, i) =
Ltt^iSp.r-,=c.n,ar )P,."(k -1, nt)P,,, ,

(4 23)

I /(,;'', igo.*.., =c,,,,,ø,,,)P, "(k-1,nt)

for ¡ and ./ equal to 0,1,...,KD -l . Recalì frorn (4.8) that p,, and p,,., represent Markov

state transition probabilities. The conditional densities in (4.22) and (4.23) are Gaussian

with variance N0 /2, and means equal to the conditional transmitted signal multiplied by

the conditional complex fading.

Taking the natural logarithrn of (4.21) provides an additive metr-ic. ldeally, rhe

Viterbi algorithm woüld then be applied to find the MLSE, however, it is apparent lrom

(4.22) and (4.23) that each metric depends on the entire history of the received signal.

Ilence, the VA cannot be used to find the MLSE unless modif'ted. Tree search

algorithrns [57] or reduced state Vìterbi algorithms [17] that provide sub-optimal

sequence estimates are not discussed in this thesis. The transmitted sequence estimatcs

lound ìn this thesis will be obtatned using joint MAP sequence detection and channeì

estiìration decoding.
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4.3.2. Joint MAP Sequcnce Detection and Channel Estimâtion

Joint estilÌìation is the process of obtaining the optimal estimate of a pair of

variables at the sane time. For celtâin cot.nÌ:nulìication channels and modulations, such

as Rayleigh channels r.vith constant amplitude modrìlation, the joint MAP sequence

detection and channel estimation provide the ML sequence estimate and asyrptotically

the MAP channel estimâte [30]. This justifìes its use ìn this thesis. In general, joint

MAP estimates âre not necessarily equivalent to individual MAP estimates, but are still

reliable.

Let the fading vector estiÌnate obtained froln the joint MAP decoding be denoted

as C=1Êll,.(,,,..,á,,], and the set of all possiblc in-phase or quâdrature Markov state

sequenccs as c with cardinality r"' . The co;lrplex fading sequence hypothesis,

denoted as .y/ +./To, represents a specific sequence of Markov states. The joint MAP

sequeÌìce and channel estimates is then defined

. ìâX
{i g),', 

t*- n '',, )'i, .r,, 
",r'lo 

u'e v,* jv, t') (4 24)

Under the standard assut'nption that tÌre fading and transmìttcd sequences are

independent, tlie probability to be maximized can be rcwlitlen as

(4 2s)

The tem P(a=ü)/p,(r) js a constant, independent of tlìe slmbol or channel lil.pothesis,

and hcnce can be omitted when deten.nining the joint MAP estimates. The joint MAP

sequence and chan el estimate (4.24) now reduces to

plr a=u.g=y, .ryclprlc y lï ìIlL o)
- /,, lrl
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rrìiìÀ
fi c)"' ir. .l ., -f .,, . ,;l'l'a o'q Y iY )lr(s- v ' t )' {42Õ1

The right hand side of the joint MAP estimates can now be expanded (as was

done in the MAP sequence analysis) to yield

p(r la: c, g = 1, +;yn)r(g=y, +7y,)

=ffpQ; r,1 ,,a=o,g=T/ +7i0)p(Sl-"*'=^t,.r+ j^t p.^ lgl i =y,*, +./i!.0,) Ø.27)

Given the transmitted syrnbol and the fading sample, both with the samc tir. e index, the

conditional probability of the received signal does not dependânt on the remaining prior

infonnation. The second ten.ìt can be expanded into a prodìlct of two probabilities, since

the in-phase and quadratule components of the fading are indepcndcnt processes.

Followrng from the se observatior.rs, (4.27) simplihes to

p(r I a = a,s= y, + ¡y o)vrlg = r, +.¡¡,,)

= ll,ptr lor = dt,sr =./ t¡ a +Jr0.(.0 )Pr(T, * ly, * , ) P(yp. lro.,-, ) (4.2 8)

The conditional plobability of the received statistic is Gaussian with lnean

d^ (),,., n +.llp.r.u) and variance 1r'0 /2 . The other two tenl'ìs in the product are recognized

as Markov transition probabilities, since the fading hlpothesis is a sequence of Markov

states. After substituting the first tefln, the final lonn of the joint MAP sequence

detection and channel estimation becomes

lDa\
l¡. s1..." -,(o. A. y/ c C,. y,, - cl
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The exponential teIrrl can be interprcted as a simple distance rnetric, whilc the

two Markov transition probability terms multiply the distance metric according to the

probability of a specific fading sequence. Taking the natüral logarithm of (a.29)

provides an additìve metric, and then the joìnt MAP estimates can be obtained by

searching a V,A trellis with tvtK" states. The cardinalìty of the signal sct is n/, the

number of Markov states in the in-phase Markov model is ,r", and the numller of states

in the quadrature component is also ¡<'. The total number of VA stâtes is a product ol

these three quantities. To complete the discussion of FSMC receivers, MAP chamrel

state estimation is plesented in the next section.

4.3.3. MAP Channel St¿rte Estimation

In some communication systems a chan el estilnate is necessary! lvhile in otliers

it can be used to improve the overall performancc. Sub-optirnal two-stage receivìng

strategies exist that make a channel estirrate prior to any trânsmitted symbol decisions

[30]. lf a feedback channel is available, there are dynamic communication systems that

will rnodify the transmission parameters, depending on channel quality Illl. These

techniqucs provide the motivation for channel estimation. ln general, when the channel

lading is a continuous comelated process, the optimal channel estirrate is diflìcult, if not

impossible, to attain. For FSMCs, on the other hand, the optirral channel estimate is

attainable since the channel fading can only occupy a hnite number of levels or states.

With MAP as the optimal criterion in this thesis, the MAP channel estirnate ìs

stated as

(4 30)

This can be reananged

-11
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(4.3 1)

The term p,(r) is independent ofthe fading estimate and can be omitted, without loss of

generality. The product to be rnaximized can be rewritten and expanded

p('lg = y, +Jio)Pr(s=.y, +Jio)

=f p(rr r!-,,g='[t+ jt ()Pr(.f ].k ly,.*- )P¡(yc.o yp,,,)

-rro,Jont,. ï - )Prryc ï,-l

\' lr \=lllIa,,l r:.c-y, - t't..'t.tPtta. r lt'riy,. y, -, )Prry .ly!,,,r (4.12,
"\ ./

The tlansmitted symbols âre considered to be equally probable, so pr(¿rr ) is equal to I / ,,tz

lor M -ary modulation. 'lhe conditional probâbility inside the sun.ulation is Gaussian

with mean a¡\y,rn+ì'p.,.n) and variance No/2. The final fonn of the MAP channcl

estirnate can now be stated as:

^ lraxgt"'r-(treG,,yoeG,,)

(4.33)

Although an additive metric is obtained by taking the natural logarithrn of (a.33),

it is rvofihwliile to note that the exponential remains since it is inside a summation.

Searching a trellis with ,(r' states using the Vitcrbi algorithrn will provide the MAP

channel estimate.

:[[;oo''"' 
''r-''e=Y'

#[[l ", t+)''.,|t=ox " ^])*n,.,,,-,,''(ro* 
i rp,-, )
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Three different MAP receiver criteria were discussed in this section. The MAP

sequence estimate was found to be difficult to obtain directly, but a good sequence

estimate was attainable from joint MAP sequence detection and channel estimation. In

the next section joint MAP receivers are implemented for use on communication

channels that have different fading rates. Both the joint MAP sequence and channel

estimates are then used to compare the Markov receivers, and the eror perlormance

results are shown and discussed.

4.4. Simulation Results

Lloth I't and 2"d order FSMCs were constructed to represent slow, medium and

fast fading channeis. The state-spâces of the l"'order Marlçov models (,D=l) were

detennined using the LBG algolithm. The number of states in the I't order Marltov

Ìnodels was 2, 4, I, 16 and 32. Although transition probabilities are differ.ent for

chamels with different fading rates, the state-spaces were identical since the I't order

distlìbutions of the lading component were identical fol all three channels.

The state spaces of the 2"d order ( o = z ) FSMCs we re determined using two

different rnethods. The LBG algorithn.r provided 2"d order state spaces via vector

quantizalion (VQ). 2"d order state-spaces were also constructed ftorn Cartesian products

(CP) of two I " order state-spaces. An example of the VQ state-space was shown in

Figure 4.4, and an exarnple of the CP of two 1'' order state-spaces is now shown in

Figure 4.5. The numbel of states used rn the 2"d order models was 22, 42 and 82. The

nurnbers are in exponential fonn so comparison can be made to the nutì.ìber of states in

the l't order models, nonnalized by rnodel order. Higher nurnbers of Markov statcs were

not considere<i for the 2'd order models, as ilnplelnentation of these receivers proved to

be too complex.
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o-''

Figure 4.5: 2nd ortler state-space frorn CP of two 4-state 1't order state-spaces

Thc sequence and channel estimations were obtained from joint MAP sequence

detection ald channel estirnation. The modulation schelne for the sirnulations was OOK,

with perfonnance averages obtained from test sequences of length l00,000. BER

perfonnances are investigated 1ìrst in this sectión for the various Markov receivers,

followed by channel estirrate cror analysis.

4.4.1. Scquence Detection Results

The enor performance results of the 1't order, 2"d order CP, and 2"'Ì order VQ

Markov receivers for the slow fading channel are shown in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and

Figure 4.8 respectively. As mentioned in the previous section, the Kalman filtering

receiver meets the ìou,er bound of coherent dctection on the slow fading channel. lt is

apparent from these figures tl'ìat under certain conditions, the FSMC receivers

inplerlented have the ability lo perfonn cornparably to the referencc ¡cceive¡.
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Figule 4.6: BERs of l '' order Markov receivers lor slow lading cl.rannel
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Figure 4.8: BERs of2'"'older VQ Markov receivers for slow fading channel

For higher SNR, the perfonnance of Markov receit'ers is restricted by the nurrber

of states in tlie Markov r¡odel. For the l'L order receivers in Figure 4.6, the eror floor

appears to decrease linearly with the number of states in the Marl<ov model.

Comparing the results of the l't order MarÌov re ccivers in Figure 4.6 to the 2"d

older CP Markov receivers in Figule 4.7 shows there is no advantage to the 2''d orcler CP

receivers. A 1'r order receiver witli K states performs as well as a 2nd order CP receiver

with Kr states. The 2"d order CP receiver, however, is K? times (a factor of K frorr

each fading component) more corrplex to implerlent because of thc increase in nunber

ofVA trellis states.

When cornparing the perlonnance of 2"d orde¡ CìP Mat kov receivers in Figure 4.7

with the performance of2"d order VQ Markov rcceivers in Figure 4.8, it is appareut thât

for a given number of states, the VQ Markov receìvels outperlorm the CP Malkov

receivers. The VQ Markov riceivers do not, however, outperlorm lhe I't order Markov

15 20 25 3D 35 4ü
sNR (dB)

\
ToTs = t.¡l

n=1
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receivers. Comparing Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.8 the 32-state l'1 order Markov receiver

performs better than the 82-statc 2"d o¡der VQ Markov receiver, The ll"' order receiver

also has a smaller nurnber of states and is hence less complex to implement. l-or slow

fading channels, it appears that a lstor<ier Markov receiver will perfom better than a 2"d

order Markov receiver with the same complexity-

2D 25
sNR (dE)

Figure 4.9: BERs of l " order Markov receivels for rnediurn fading channel
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Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figulc 4.I I show the error perfomance results of the

1"'order, 2"d order CP, and 2''d ortler VQ Markov receivers respectively, for the medium

fading channel. The Markov receivers exhibit the same trend as found with the Kalman

filtering rcceivers, where receiver performance was not as close to the lower bound for

the mediur¡ fading channel âs for the slow lading channel. Since there is less correlation

jn the medium fading channel than in the slow fading channel, neither the Kaln.ran

filtering receiver pcrfonnance nor the Markov receìver performance can approach the

coherenl detection lower bound

The error floors observed for the slow fading channel are also evident for the

mediun fading channel. In fact, the error flools experienced on the medium fading

cl.ìannel are very close, i1 not identical, to the error floors of the slow fading channel.

This suggests that for a specific number of Markov states, tlle enor floor is not dependant

on the fading rate of the channel.

Figure 4.12: BERs of 1'' order Markov receivers fol last lading channel

20 25

shrR (dE)
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Figure 4.l3: BERs of 2"d order CP Markov receive¡s for fast lading channel
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The error perfoflnance results of the 1"r order, 2"d orcler CP, and 2n'r order VQ

Markov receivers for the last fadìng channel are shown in Figure 4. 12, Figure 4.13, and

Fìgure 4. l4 respeclively. The sane trends in Markov receiver perfomance lor slow and

medium fading chan¡els can be observcd in the Markov receiver perfomance for fast

fading channels:

i) when highcr corelation is evident in tlie channel, Markov receivers

perfom closer to the coherent detection lower bound,

iÐ perfomancc of both l't ancl 2"d order Markov receive¡s ìs lirnited by the

nurnber of states in the Markov model,

iir) 2nd order CP Markov receivers perforrn the saule as lst older Markov

receivers for a specific number of nonnalized states,

iu) 2n'ì order VQ Markov receivers perlonr better than the 2n'r ordel CP

Markov receivers rvith the sane numbe r of states, and

v) I'L order Markov receivers perforn better thân 2"d order VQ Markov

receivers with the same complexity.

Since joint MAP scqucnce delection and channel estilnation rvas performed,

channel estimates are also available for leceiver perlomance cvaluation. The ability of

the Marl<ov receivers to producc accurale channel estimates is discussed next.

4.4.2. Channel Estimation Results

lf the rcal channel rvas ìn fact a FSMC, a stâte error late could have been

calculated by siniply corrparing the true channel statc sequence to the channel sequence

estimate obtâined via joint MAP detection. However, since the channel is not a FSMC,

but in fact a Jakes-Clarke channel. the Markov fading values corresponding to the state

sequence estirnates must be compared to the real valued channel fading. This

- 8t -
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perforrnance measure is referred to as the chonnel eslimatiot? eruor (CÐE). The CEE is

normalized by the power rn the fading.

f-T- = 0 01

10 15 20 25 :! 35 40
sNP idB)

CEEs of l" order Markov receivers for slow fading channel
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Figure 4.16: CËEs of2'd order VQ Markov receivcrs fol slow fa<iing channel

The channel estirnation perfonnance of the 1" order and 2''d order VQ Markov

receivers for the slow fading channel are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16

respectively. For high SNR, the receivers with a higher number of states result in less

CEE. For low SNIì, though, an unexpected phenotnenon is observed: better perfonnance

is attained frorn receivers with a srnaller number of Markov states. This phenornenon

can be explained by realizing that there are two contributors to tl'ìe CEE: the state error

from making an erroneous channel state estimate, and the quantization emor related to the

construction of the Markov state-space. When noise power is strong, the probability of

making an incorrect state estirìate is greater wjth a higher number of states. For low

SNR, the state estimation errór is thc prilnary contributor to the CEE- For high SNR, the

quantization er¡or is the main contrìbutor to the CEE.
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Figule 4.17 and Figu¡e 4. 18 show the channel estitnation error rcsults of the ls'

onler and 2nd order VQ Markov recejvers respectively, for a last fading channel, There is

considerably nore CEE observed on the fast fading channel than was observed on the

slow fading channel. For low SNR, higher CEE occurs when a Markov receiver has a

greater number of states. This trend is more evident on the fast lading channel than on

the slow fading channel. Remarkably, the channel estimates are so poor for low SNR,

that the CEEs of the Markov receivers are occasionally Jarger than unity.

For high SNR on both the slow and fast lading chamels, the 2'd order Ve

Markov receivers have lower CEE than the 1" order Markov receivcr.s with a nonnalized

number of statcs. The channel cstirlate perfomances of 2nd order CP Markov receivers

were also obtâined and found to be tlie same as the l" or.dcr Markov receivers. ln

addition, Markov receivers were implemented for the medium fading channel. The CEE

observations corcsponded with those 1'or ¡eceivers on the slow and fast fa<iing channels-

These observations can be sumrrarized as:

i) lou'er CEE can be achieved on channels exhibiting a higher correlation,

it) l" order Markov receivers perform as well as 2nd order Cp Markov

receivers with a no¡rnalized number of states,

iii) 2"d order VQ Markov receivers perform better than 1"1 orde¡ Markov

receive¡s with a nonnalized nurnber of states,

i") Ma¡kov receivers with a smaller number of states achieve a lower CEE

for low SNIì, and

v) Markov receivers rvith a lalger number of states achieve a lower CEE for

high SNR.

For brevity, channel estimation perlormance of 2nd order CP Markov receivers as well as

mediurl fading channel results arc not ìncluded. This is justifiable since the primary
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outpul of a communication receiver is the syrnbol eslirnates and not the channel

estirrates,

This section discussed perlormance of an OOK communication system on â

channel experiencing a tir.ne-varying cornplex function that multìplies the transmitted

signal. It was shown that the receiver perfomance was highly dependant on the receiver

used as well as the channeì fàding rate, The next section briefly discusses receiver

design for communication over a closely relaled communication systeln.

4.5. Quadrature Phâse Shift Keying over Phâse-compensâted Channels

This thesis has fbcused on a co¡nnunication channel that results in a cornplex

time-varying n.ru ltiplication olthe translnitted signal as well as additive whitc noise. The

colnplex n.rultiplication is observed when therc is no gain control or phase cor.npensation

device implernented at the receiver. lf the receiver employs a phasc compensation

device, such as a PLL, the channel can be r.nodeled as a time-varying gain ou the

t'anslniited signal plus additive white noise. This correlated time-varying gain is

positive, real and Rayleigh distributed. There has been nuch documented research

focusing on the developr.nent of Markov models of the Rayleigh distributed envelope [3]

l4el t501.

The original plan for this research was not to develop Markov lnodels of the

complex fading process, but to develop Markov r¡odels of the Rayleigh distributed

fading envelope. Thts plan rvas discardcd, though, as tl.re optimal receiver is trivial to

implernent if a proper modulation scheme is chosen. QuadraÍure phase shift keying

(QPSK) is the specific modulation scheme tl.ìat trivializes the design of an optimal

receiver. The phase-compensated chalnel and QPSK are the focus of this section.
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Chapter I, The Finite State Markov Chat¡nel

The QPSK modulation schene consists of Ã,t = I signals with equal enetgy. The

signal constellation is such that each signal has an antipodal padner, and zero correlation

with the remaining two signals. A QPSK sìgnal constellation is shorvn in Figure 4.19.

This modulation scheme was initially chosen becausc the info¡mation is in the phase of

the signals, and therefore less susceptible to tlte ncgative channel effects.

X

JE ì

X

Ftgure 4.19: QPSK signal constcllation

Only l '' ordel Marhov models were constructecì, ancl theìr state spaces were

dctermined from the optir.nurn quantization of a l'' order Rayleigh density. An example

state-space witl'ì 4 states is shown in Figurc 4.20. Marlçov models were constructed with

2, 4, 8 and l6 states. Tlie Markov transition plobaì:ilities were deiermined usìng Monte-

Carlo rrethods, and the Markov nodels werr: based on a slow lading channel. It will be

shown, however, that receiver performalìcr: is not dependent on the 1àdìng rate of the

channel.

X.
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Chapter 1 - The Fitlite State Mat ko:' Chan el

Figure 4.20: Quantization oi I "' orde¡ density for 4-state I " or der state-space
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Figure 4.21: BERs of Markov ¡eceivers lor phase-compensated channel
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Cllapíer 4 - The Fùite State Mat kov Channel

The equation used lorjoint MAP sequence detection and channel estination on

phase-cornpensated channels was derived by simply modifying the previous joint MAP

equation lrom Section 4.3. The BER performance of the joint MAP Markov receivers is

shown in Figure 4.21. It is immediately apparent that the perfonnances of all of the

Markov receive¡s are identical to the lower bound provided by the coherent receiver.

Further investigation reveals that the actuaì signal estimates obtained by the Markov

receivers are the same as the estimates obtained by the coherent receiver. There is a

sirnple expìanation for this. For any given time interval, if the fading value is klown, the

decision regions will be the sarne. The optirnum strategy, therefore, is to choose the

signal in the same quadrant as the received statistic. Decisions in this strategy do not

depend on any other ìnfonnation, Since the rner.nory in the received signai is not

considered when determining the optirral sequence estimate, receiver perfon.nance does

not depend on the fading rate ofthe channel.

Modeling the Rayleigh envelope as a Markov process does serve a purpose in

leceiver design. When QPSK is used, detennining tl.re optimal channel estimate requires

that the men.rory in the received signal be considered. Detennining tl.re optirnal sequence

estimate, when using a rnodulation scherne that contains infomation in tl,e constellation

amplitudes, would also require the memory in the received signal. Quadrattu'e

antplilude modulalion (QAM) is a scheme that contains infonnation in the signal

amplitudes ifthere are more than 4 signals in the signal constellation. l6 or more signals

are often ernployed due to bandwidth constraints, If 64-QAM were used in a

communication systerr with phase conrpensation, utilizing the mernory of the channel

would dranialical ly improve receiver perfonnance.
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Chapter 4 - The Finite State Markoy Cllantrcl

4.6. Summary

The focus of this chapter was the finite state Markov cl.rar.rnel. After a brief

i.ntroduction to Markov models, the FSMC was related to the fading channel discussed in

Chapter 2. It was shown that a FSMC could be theoretically constmcted using

probability distributions of the channel fading, or practically constlucted using training

seqrÌences-

Three closely relalecl receiver criteria we¡e stated. Estimation rnethods that

satisfy each criterion were derived lor FSMCs. The criterion that was selected for

receiver design was joint MAP sequence detection and channel estimation. l" and 2nd

order Markov receivers were designed f-or use on slorv, medium and fast fading channels.

The perlonlances o1'the Mar-l<ov receivers were compared. They were also

compared to the performances of the reference receivers chosen in Chapter 3.

Comparisons were made for average sequence estimation error as well as âverage

channel estimation error. It was detern'ìined that unde¡ certain conditions, the

performance of Markov receivcrs was corrparable to that of the reference receive¡s. Jt

was detemined that there ."vas no benefit to be had in implernenting a 2"d order Markov

receiver over a 1"r order Markov rccciver, becausc of the comesponding increase in

receiver complexity.

Digital comn.runication of QPSK signals over a phase-compensated fading

channel was the last consideration of the chapter. For this special case, it was concluded

that there was no benefit to modeling the channel as a Markov process. The optimal

receiving strategy was determined to be syrnbol-by-symbol detectio.u.

A summary of this thesis, and some suggestions for fufthel investigation ale

given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Study

This thesis locused on the design of simple receivers for efficient digital

communicalion over mobile wileless charurels. A mathernatical n.rodel of the

communication channel was developed from assumptions of the propagation

environment. The leceived signal was modeled as the transmitted signal rnultiplied by a

corelaled cornplex time-îunction plus additive wliite noise. Optimum detection

strâtegies were discussed and implemented which tahe advantage ofthe conelation in the

reccivcd signal. Kahnan filtering receivers, which perform maximum a posteriori

sequence dctectìon, were chosen as the rel'erence leceivers. The Malkov receivers

implerrented for this thesis perlonned joìnt MAP sequence detection and channel

estimation. A discussion of this research, and opporlunities for future analysis are

discussed in this final chapter.

5.1. Discussion

The plirnary goal of this research was to design efficient con.rmunication

receivers by modeling the Jakes-Clalke channel as a finite state Markov channel.

Previous lesearch, as mentioned in Chapter l, has offered differing conclusions on the

Markov urodel oldel that best represents the true channel. The criterion used in this
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thesis to judge the validity of a Markov rnodel is the perlomance of a Markov receiver

de signed frorn F-SMC parameters.

Frol.n the lcsults ìn Chapter 4, it is cvidcnt that rhe 1'1 order Markov modcls

represent the fading channel well, provided a sulficient number of states are used in the

Malkov model. The perlonnance of a Markov receiver, however, is ultìmately limited

by the number of states in the Markov model. If the number of states is large enough,

though, the Markov receivers perfonn comparabiy to the reference Kaìman filtering

receivers. Fo¡ channels with a small fading rate, the perfonnance of the Markov

receivers approaches the lower perfonnance bound given by the colierent receivers.

In cornparing the perlonnance of the l'' order Markov receivers to the 2"d order

CP Malkov receivers, it appears that increasing the order of Markov modeì does not

effectiveìy increase rcceiver pcrlomancc. Thc drastic perfon.nance differenccs betwcen

the 2"d order CP Markov receivers and tlie 2n'ì order VQ Markov receivers show,

however, that efficlent state-space construction ìs ìIrportart when designing a Markov

receiver.

If the nru¡bel of slates ìn the VA trellis is the sole determinant of receiver

co:nplexity, courparing the elficiency of Markov receivels and I(ah.nan tìltering receivers

is relatively slraightforward. The number of states in the VA trellis, when using Markov

receivers, is ¡1K:t', where M is the cardinality of the signal set, KD is the number of

states in the in-phase Markov representation, and r' is the number ol states in the

quadrature Markov representation. When using Kalman prediction filtering, the number

of states in the VA trellìs is Mr,where 1- is the assumed mernory length of the received

signal. The number of states required in a Markov model can be detenr.rined, for certain

SNR and BER specifications, by examining the receiver per'lomances in Chapter 4. A

sample ofcomparisons is given in Table 5.1,
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Table 5.1: Comparing receiver complexìty by nulrber of VA states

Fading rate sNR (dB) 'Iolerable BER
# of VA ståtes
for Kalman

lìltcrins receiver

# of V,{ states
lbr

Markov receiver
Slow

(./Dr. = o,or )
30 t0 r x32: = 2048

Medium
( r,1. = o.o5 )

30 5 10 ': 2 =8 2xI67 = 512

Fâst
(.fDr\=0r) 25 10 l 2'=32 2x8: = 128

Tliese observations are somewhat rrisleading and do not irnmediately suppoft the

efficiency of Ma¡kov receivers. The flaw in this cornplexity analysis is that the

mathernatical operations required to arrive at thc VA metrics are noi considered. The

r.netrics used by the Markov receivers are extremely sirnple to obtain and are accluired by

straightforward scalar operations. The metrics associated with the Kahnan filtering

rcceivers, however, requile complicaled natrix r.nanipulations. The cornputational cost

for executing these algorithrns, as well as the circuitry cost fol it.nplerrenting the

receivers, should be the true basis when comparìng receiver cornplexity.

In addition to BER perfor.mance, effors in the channel estilnates rvere also

compared- The main conclusion from comparing CEE resuhs is lhat the estìmation eror

has primarily two contributors: the e¡ror frorn choosing the wrong channel state, and the

quantization error associated witl.r the Markov model state-spacc. It was observed that

for low SNR, the channel state enors were the dominant contributor to tl.re CEE, and that

for high SNR, the quantization er:ror was the urain contributor.
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5.2, Suggestions for Further Study

When studying digital communications, changes in the assumptions and/or scope

of previous rcsearch can often result in interesting prospects for îurther stLtdy. This

section suggests some potential modifications to both the communication system and

methods of analysis discussed in this thesis. These ideas could provide additional insight

into digital comlnunications and mobile wireless receiver design

In this thesis, an uncoded OOK modulation scheme u'as employed for simplicity,

although there were several modulation techniques available with men.rory in the

transmitted signal sequence. These modulation schemes with t.netnory can take

advantage of slowly valying phase and amplitude in lhe received signal. Differential

rnodulation schemes [26], or the Kineplex system !41, are exatnples of these.

Obviously, jf modulation schemes with memory were utilizcd, the effectiveness of

modelir.rg the channel as a Markov process might not be as evident, but better receiver

performance could be expected.

Although the frequency non-selective slow fading channel was chosen for this

thesis, furtlier investigation of different types of mobile wireless channels could prove

interesting. Typically it is more difhcult for recejvers to perform well when

comn.runicatirg over channels thât exhibit ISI, such as frequency seìective o¡ band-

limited channels. lf there is a clear path from the transmìtter to the receiver, the channel

is modeled as Rician, and better perfonnance can be expected. Conshlcting Markov

models of these channels and irnplementing Markov receivers should be sirnple, since

Markov models can be generated frotn training sequences of chamel data.

The Markov representation of the Jakes-Clarke channel in this thesis consisted of

two independcnt Markov processes: a Markov n.rodel of the in-phase component of the
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fading, and a Markov model of the quadrature cornponellt of the fading. It is widely

known that jornt quantization of two random variables provides a more efficient

representation than that of the trvo variables quar.rtized independently. This holds true,

regardless of any correlation between the two variables. This idea could be extended to

the Markov representation of the complex fading process. It should be expected that a

Markov model of the lading with a complex state-space would be more efficient than the

in-phase and quadrature Markov models ernployed in this thesis.

Using a method olher than optimum density quantization when determining thc

Marhov model state-spaces may be of significance. Intuitively, the Markov receiver

estimates are rrore reliable when the envelope of the fading is large. It is also easier to

ûack the fading when the envelope is large, because ofthe high instantâneous SNR. This

suggests thât for receiver design, fewer Markov states need be required to represent the

envelope distribution corresponding to a "high SNR". It is this author's opinion that

increasing the number of Markov states used to represent the "low SNR" of the envelope

distribution, would result in a l¡ore efficient use ofthe Markov states.

The design of ¡eceivers depencis on the fading rate of the channel, and hence the

speed of the moblle. The assurnption that the mobìle speed is constant nìay not be a

reasonable assumption. The versatility of tlie Markov receiver in perfonning on channcls

with dynatric fading rates is a valid problen.r. This conparison should be made against

the robustness of the Kalman filtering or prediction-filtering receivers on the same

channels.

Finally, extendcd analysis of the Markov receivers could be perfonrled. Instead

of using a Markov receiver on tlie Jakes-Clarke channel, it could be used on the actual

FSMC for whicll it was designed. The (expected) decrease in Markov receive¡

performance when used fo¡ the FSMC, rather than the Jakes-Clarke channeJ, wouÌd

¡rove interesting.
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ln sumrnary, the suggestions for future research aLe:

i) perlorming furtlier complexity analysis to include the cost of

lnathelnatical operations when detennining VA metrics

iÐ implementing modulation schemes with memory such as differential

phase shift keying (DPSK),

iìÐ using a modified comnunication channel such as a t'equency selective

channel, Rician channel or phase-compensated Rayleigh channel,

iu) detennining the Markov state-spaces by a joint quantization of the in-

phase and quadratule cornponents,

v) developing Markov state-spaces by using rnore states to represent "low

SNR", and lewer states to represent "high SNR",

vi) testing the robustness of Markov receivers on channels with a different or

variable fading rate, and

vii) investigating the (expected) degradation of Markov receiver perfon.nance

when the true channel is a Jakes-Cla*e channel instead of a finite state

Markov channel.
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Appendix A: Derivation of (2.19)

With the input to the filter having a

have an output power spectmrn ol (2

flat power spectrum of strength one, and desiring

, 12), one can write

H\.ÐH'¡)=st,t/)=-- ¡: . t<tL,
lii,,.11-(t t 1 ,,)

Assumìng H(l ) is real

HtJt | 
''' '

,-:n¡"lt1n,",y' 't-1"

Taking the inverse transfoml

(A-l)

(A-2)

(A-3)

Substituting 1= I / f ,,

F, i exp\j24 ,,Àt) ,,
\/:zl, ¡-r,1 '

(A-4)

(A-s)

The second term is zero since the integral is over an odd function. Tl.re irnpulse response

then becomes
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Using equation 3.771-8 from [24] (page 427), rvith u=t, t'=tl1 and a=ùrÍut the

expression sirnplifi es to

,,r,t=ffiffi.ut

hr,)- ft',l'¡ 1l l' 
', ,,rr',,, r¡o

Jl \11l 
'

""t "t" 
I /')f{J '1)'

/ ,(ì J¿ f(5 4)

which coresponds with (2.19) as required.

(A-7)



Appendix B: Deriyation of (3.19) and (3.20)

The conditional mean of the received signal i, and its respective varìance can be

obtained from the l(ahran fllter output. By definition

ir={¡rlrl ,' ,atr L 
i

i; :{{r'i gf L.' -r nr rl ,' ,arr '¡

=hl4{ei '.' rf ,',u';'¡+(¡n, .l-,',"i-']

=tri!i t-' + {{r- }

=tie''.'

(A-8)

It then follows hv substitution

(A-e)

The fact that the noise is zero mean was used, and ç{gl '-' tl ,',,ri '} is recognized as the

Kahlan fading estimate !j'.'. The conditional mean coresponds with (3.19) as

required, To find the conditional variance of the received signal estilìrate, the definition

is similarly jntroduced

(A-10)

where ¡1t is the complex transpose operator. Perforrning substitutions for /; and ;i
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= hl^,h* + {{n,ni }

=hIAkht+N,,/2 (A-1r)

The noise is uncorelated with the fading and the fading estimate, and is also zero mean,

therefore two tems disappear when rnultiplying out the second line.

4{G1 '. Èl '-' ,tg1-'.' ;'-r+L )/r r-{-,r'(rr-r} is recognized as the covariance matrix

associated with the fading estimate .,t' This result for the conditional variance of the

receìved signal estirÌate corresponds with (3.20) as required.
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Appendix C: Derivation of (3.25) and (3.26)

The solution to Yule Walker equations (3.24) yields the prediction coefficients

{p*., (q), p.., (ø),. . , pÂ.¿ (o)} to generate the fading estìmate !* from the modified sufficient

statistics {.1,r r,-r,¡ :,. .,.r,r ¿}

õ* = I p* ,, (")-".,,,

By definition, the expccted value of 4 given 11 ,' and ul ' is

(A-12)

(A-13)

It then follows by substitutiol

(^- r4)

The fact that the noise is zero nean was used, and 6{gr rr1 ,',"i '} is recognized as the

fading prediction !* obtained using the Yule-Walker prediction coefficients. The

V*=(\rulrf,',ai'] .

V- = Élarsr + nr r!;,',al-" ¡

= a,({g* rl ,",ak,"\+€\n,lri ,',ld|' j

= arþr + ({n,\

= ct,ã r
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Appendix C

conditional rnean coresponds \4'ith (3.25) as required. To find the variance of this

prediction, the definition is stated

o:.k =l{l\ vr l,lr! ,, ,o1 '\.

Perlorming substitutions for r, and. V,

(A-15)

oi.r = ({ rtrg*+no-a,!, 'lri,',"i '}

= É', arGo -!r1+nr 'lrf !,at¡'j

=orl'1{lgr -3, 't,l',ol-'} +{! nrlz rl ,L,af 
L}

=1o, ' É',ler gr ' 'i ,',"i'., +lI ,*l',,

-i" lr,o,-Íp. .,o,n ,,,rl 1- (A-16)
1",.J-

The krowledge that the fading and fading estilnates are independent of lhe noise was

used in the third step when multiplying out the square; also lhe noise is assur¡ed to be

zero nìean. The tenn 6{lg, -ã, ' r^1,,',"1-'} in tl.re fourth step is recognized as the

variance in the enor ofthe lading prediction supplied by the prediction filter. The cnor

variance can be desc¡ibed in tenns of the prediction coefficients

\po,(a),prr(a),-..,pr."(c)) and autoconelation of tl.re fading 1l-. (rr) as written in (A-16).

This ¡esult conesponds with (3.26) as required.
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